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The overwhelming majority of non-citizens who enter 
the U.S. each year, legally or illegally, pose no major 
crime problem. 
Along with the ever rising numbers of undoc~umented 
immigrants, however, also come thousands of serious 
criminal offenders. 
Termed criminal aliens in government studies, these 
offenders burden the justice system and pose rising social 
and economic.problems for California and at least twelve 
other states. They make up 12 to 15 percent of California's 
prison inmates. Their victims include other immigrants as 
well as native-born citizens. 
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Dear s~-.~oberti: 
This report is a survey and overview of the problem posed by the 
tens of thousands of criminal aliens, the immigrants who commit 
major felonies, in California, and to a lesser extent an 
examination of the issue nationwide. 
The report examines criminal justice, other economic and social 
impacts of criminal aliens, to the extent that they are known or 
calculable, and also surveys the steps being taken and possible 
options for dealing with the problem. The term "criminal alien" 
as used in the report, refers to non-citizens who commit serious 
offenses such as selling and manufacturing drugs, murder and 
other serious violent felonies and sex crimes, racketeering, 
money laundering, and certain firearms violations. 
It has been said many times that ours is a nation of immigrants. 
Historically, immigration has enriched our culture and 
strengthened our society. The great majority of immigrants legal 
or illegal are law abiding. Although only a small portion of 
illegal immigrants commit serious crimes, the statistics and 
facts cited in this report point out the great costs and burdens 
imposed upon us by this segment of our crime problem. Fifteen 
percent of our prison space is occupied by probable deportable 
aliens, for example. The resources we currently expend on 
criminal aliens we desperately need to concentrate upon our "home 
grown" justice issues. 
This report represents a year's research by Robert E. Holmes, 
former Chief Consultant for the Joint Legislative Committee on 
Prison Construction and Operations. Most of his work was 
performed at no cost to the state. The approach and conclusions 
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do not necessarily represent my views or those of the Members of 
the Committee. I am having it distributed because it examines in 
depth an increasing law enforcement dilemma and social problem 
facing our state and nation, one certain to be the center of much 
attention in the years ahead. 
The report is presented as a resource and reference document, and 
an examination of various options the state could consider. 
Sincerely, 
RO ~RESLEY Ch~!a~1 
RP:rh:cl 
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SUMMARY/DIGEST 
Under the U.S. Constitution, control over and regulation of immigration and naturalization 
is a federal responsibility. States have very limited powers. Yet, because of the great 
influx of undocumented immigrants into the United States since the mid-1970s. estimated 
currently at 600,000 to 1.8 million yearly crossing the California-Mexico border alone, 
certain states are heavily impacted as well as the federal infrastructure. 
California is by far the most heavilv affected followed bv New York, Florida, Texas, and 
Illinois. At least ten other states feel significant impacts. 
Authorities ranging from the Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) and California law 
enforcement representatives to the ACLU and immigrant rights groups generally concur that 
only a small percentage of legal and illegal immigrants commit serious crimes. However, by 
the total number of serious criminal alien felons and the types of offenses they commit, 
these offenders loom large in the social and economic burdens they impose on heavily 
impacted communities. A 1989 study in Orange County, California, concluded that 36.4 
percent of those convicted of felony charges or felony probation violations were 
undocumented aliens, more than 90 percent from Mexico. A U.S. Department of Justice April 
1992 report listed 67,837 illegal immigrants convicted of aggravated felonies in the United 
States in fiscal years 1991 and 1990, and, thus, qualifying as criminal aliens (21, 158 were 
convicted of lesser felonies). 
Figures in a 1992 California Auditor General's study indicate that all crimes known to have 
been committed by undocumented aliens in San Diego County in a typical year cost local and 
state governments more than $105 million and that felonies could account for $59 million of 
that amount. Almost 37 percent of the suspected alien inmates in California's prisons are 
serving sentences for drug sale, possession for sale or the manufacture for sale of drugs. 
Indicative of the scope of the problem, Governor Pete Wilson has requested $1.5 billion 
from the federal government to meet costs resulting from undocumented immigrants in 
California, including $250 million to pay prison costs of incarcerating alien felons. His 
request has focused attention on the issue in Washington. 
In January 1993 California's Office of Criminal Justice Planning (OOP) ordered all city 
and county jails to begin reporting data to INS on every arrestee believed to be an 
illegal alien, or face possible loss of federal law enforcement grants. A follow-up to a 
1990 federal law requirin~ courts to report alien convictions to INS, the directive is 
likely to encounter opposition in some counties and from civil rights groups. 
Legislative action in 1993 includes Assembly Bill87 to require the Department of 
Corrections (CDC) to study with Mexico the feasibility of building a prison in Baja 
California to house sentenced alien felons from California, and Assembly Bill 86 which 
would make illegal entry into the state a misdemeanor. 
Incarceration, P.arole, probation, police and court costs of aliens charged with major 
felonies in California during a typical year could easily reach half a billion dollars. 
Criminal justice costs to governments of all felonies and misdemeanors committed by 
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illegal aliens during a year could reach two to three times that figure. This does not 
include social and non-governmental economic costs, which are by and large not possible to 
calculate. 
Yet too much emphasis on the problems posed by the serious criminal alien also runs the 
risk of harming the lives, livelihood and constitutional rights of millions of foreign 
born citizens who pose no more of a crime problem than do native born Americans. Both 
aspects must be kept in mind by policy makers and opinion leaders in working toward 
solutions to the many faceted issue. 
Since 1986, a series of federal statutes have provided new apprehension and enforcement 
tools and staff for INS and its parent agency, the U.S. Department of Justice. California 
has set up what INS officials term the nation's most efficient system for identifying 
potential alien prison inmates for possible INS deportation. The California Legislature 
overwhelmingly passed two measures in 1990 and 1991 to help deal with the alien felon; 
however, these bills were vetoed by Governors Deukmejian and Wilson on grounds they were 
too costly ($300,000 estimate) and duplicative of existing efforts by the state and INS. 
The Wilson Administration is now working with several states in Washington on possible 
approaches for additional federal assistance. Governor Wilson in September 1992 vetoed AB 
3364 (Umberg) on the grounds it attempted to legislate in areas which were pre-empted by 
congressional action. (It would have changed the rules on the Governor's and states' 
authority on prisoner transfer to the federal government and other nations.) He signed 
the only other bill of the session relating to criminal aliens, AB 2519 (Nolan) which 
formalized requirements for the California Department of Corrections (CDC) to notify INS 
of possible inmate aliens, a practice the Department implemented two years ago. There has 
been little effort by the Legislature and the Governor to coordinate legislative 
approaches toward a comprehensive program. 
Numerous steps could be taken by California and other states and by the federal 
government, but formidable problems remain. Among them: 
• If only 2 percent of the conservatively-estimated 1.5 million undocumented 
persons who enter the United States yearly engage in serious criminal activities, this 
could add 30,000 criminal offenders nationwide per year. By contrast, INS was successful 
in deporting only 13,117 criminal aliens in 1991, and this was double the 1990 total. It 
foresaw deporting 17,000 in 1992. (The 2 percent is roughly equal to the felony arrest 
rate for all Californians for 1991; the felony rate would obviously be higher if it could 
include all Californians who commit felonies, but are not caught.) 
• Deporting major criminal offenders immediately upon conviction could conceivably 
save Califorma perhaps $100 to $300 million yearly in prison and jail costs depending on 
how many were returned to their homelands. It faces serious legal and policy roadblocks 
on both the state and federal levels and from recipient nations whose approval would be 
required if thousands were sent to prisons in their native countries. 
• Studies by the U.S. General Accounting Office, the INS, and the CDC show 
significant rates of re-entry by deported offenders who face minimal sanctions for 
returning, although prison sentencings for deported felons caught re-entering are 
increasing on the federal court level in recent months. 
• Long-standing INS internal operational problems and methods, a huge backlog of 
potentially deportable aliens, plus varying levels of cooperation from state and local 
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governments raise serious questions about INS ability to make significant inroads on the 
problem of the criminal alien felon. 
• Although several options should be examined and could be tried on the state level 
and many are outlined herein, lack of federal commitment and funding on a continuing basis 
pose the greatest roadblock in dealing with serious crime by aliens. The current 
free-trade ne~otiations by the United States and Mexico include few provisions aimed at 
reducing the mflux of undocumented immigrants or criminal aliens in the near future. 
In addition, federal policy of aiding economic growth and retaining friendly relations 
with Mexico as a neighboring democracy in the Western Hemisphere make unilateral efforts 
to close the Mexican border to undocumented immigrants (and collaterally, to criminal 
border crossers) an unlikely prospect both logistically and politically at this time. 
Congress placed $309 million in the 1993 federal budget ($170 million of it for 
California) to help states meet expenditures of specified immigrants gaining permanent 
residency under IRCA, the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986. California has 
received $1.6 billion in such funds since 1988, but under the law, none can be used by the 
state or local governments to deal with problems created by the criminal offender. 
Federal aid for such problems is minimal. IRCA as well as other federal statutes have 
authorized such funding, but very little has ever been appropriated. This is the $250 
million Governor Wilson is also seeking for paying state costs of incarcerating alien 
offenders. 
Absent a federal initiative, California's best option would seem to be to organize and 
lead a coalition of ten to twenty impacted states in pursuit of federal funding or federal 
assistance in housing serious alien felons in federal institutions. 
Such offenders now make up 12 to 15 percent of the state's prison population, 9 to 11 
percent of the county jail populations and almost 8 percent of CY A wards, according to 
state agency estimates. They make up as much as 15 to 17 percent of some counties' 
offenders on probation. 
Although Mexican citizens make up by far the greater portion of illegal immigrant 
offenders, large numbers come from other lands. Recent revelations, for instance, 
estimated that thousands of Chinese immigrants are brought illegally into east and west 
coast metropolitan areas, primarily by Chinese gangs who often force them to pay off huge 
sums in transport fees through working in illegal operations that can range from street 
vending to prostitution to drug sales. 
Sizable numbers come from other nations in Central American, Cuba, Japan, Vietnam, 
Germany, India and other Pacific Rim nations, based on homeland statistics kept by the 
Department of Corrections. Two-thirds of California's 21,170 prison inmates with foreign 
birthplaces list Mexico as their homeland, with the second highest number (729 in 1992 
figures) listing El Salvador. As many as a million of that troubled Central American 
nation's citizens may have fled to the United States. Even if only one or two percent 
commit serious felonies, this is a significant number. 
Only a small percentage of Americans commit serious felonies although their criminal 
activities cause major social problems in every state. Yet few would contend therefore 
that all Americans are potential lawbreakers and should be viewed and dealt with as such. 
Federal law, the U.S. Constitution and court decisions mandate that the same approach be 
followed with the criminal alien felon as distinct from the overwhelming majority of 
non-criminal immigrant population, both documented and undocumented. 
CHAPTER 1 
SCOPE OF THE PROBLEM IN CALIFORNIA, THE UNITED STATES 
Citizens from foreign nations enter the United States either lawfully or unlawfully, 
though there are many categories of each provided by federal law, treaty, and by 
regulation. Those here legally can include visitors, students, permanent residents, 
refugees or asylum seekers escaping conditions in their homelands, and SAWs (special 
agricultural workers). Those without valid entry papers consist primarily of the 
estimated 1 to 2 million yearly who cross United States borders mainly from Mexico; 
however, in California's prisons there are foreign born offenders from more than 130 
nations and locations and not all are illegal entrants. 
Some who enter illegally have been allowed by the courts to remain even though convicted 
of crimes. Some enter legally but overstay and can become illegal aliens. Residing in 
the United States illegally for certain lengths of time or during certain periods can 
result in eligibility to apply for legal status, as was provided for under the 1986 
Immigration Reform and Control Act. (An estimated 1.5 million of the 2.9 million granted 
such status live in California, state officials say.) 
Individuals in almost any category can be subject to deportation if convicted of certain 
criminal offenses, but provisions vary. Conviction may be grounds for deportation of an 
undocumented entrant, but not for certain classes of legal entrants. Deportation may not 
apply to certain criminal offenders from countries such as Cuba and Iraq with whom the 
United States has no immigration treaty covering deportation. Some convicted of offenses 
are released on bond. Deportation can only be ordered by hearing or court order unless a 
non-citizen agrees to leave voluntarily. 
Previous criminal record, seriousness of offenses, number of previous illegal re-entries, 
family and community ties in the United States, length of stay, even degree of remorse 
shown for committed offenses, can affect deportation decisions. Not all convicted 
offenders can be or are deported. This survey report primarily covers undocumented 
immi~rants convicted of or engaged in serious cnminal offenses (most termed aggravated 
felorues under federal law) and defined as criminal aliens; most are deportable. Broader 
aspects of immigrant-committed felony and misdemeanor crime are at times mentioned. 
The report deals only marginally with the vast majority of documented and undocumented 
aliens who enter the United States to work, live or to escape persecution in their 
homelands and who are not considered a serious crime problem. In fact, as Professor 
Michael Cortes, Assistant Professor of Public Policy at the University of Colorado's 
Graduate School of Public Affairs, states: 
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crime rates might actually lower than 
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status rather 
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use of limited tax 
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The August 1992 report by the California Auditor General's Office, which 
analysis of criminal justice costs in San Diego County concluded "analysis of 
data indicates that the undocumented population tends to crimes 
the same proportions as the general population." It cited pro~rtions 
and drug offenses and lower proportions in crimes. 
Section 1.1 Definitions and Terms 
a 
Numerous terms and phrases are used herein to describe or classify both criminal 
offenders and other groups of legal and illegal immigrants the United States. Some 
phrases are used interchangeably; some are not synonymous. As used in this study: 
Criminal Alien. Criminal Alien Offender. Alien Inmate: An individual within the 
boundaries of the United States and who is not a United States citizen and who has 
convicted of or who has committed serious criminal offenses. Most of these are termed 
"aggravated felonies" under federal law and include alien smuggling into the United 
States, murder and other violent and sex crimes, racketeering, certain firearms 
violations, money laundering and crimes defined as involvi~g moral turpitude. This can 
apply to legal and illegal immigrants; most are deportable. 
Undocumented Immigrant. Undocumented Alien: An individual residing within 
States, but without valid entry documents. Used generally to refer to persons not 
considered a crime problem. 
Non-Citizen: An individual who is a citizen of another nation, not the United States. 
United 
He/she may be an undocumented immigrant, a documented immigrant in the United on a 
long or short term basis or a person applying for citizenship. 
Foreign Born: A person born in a foreign country. He/she may be in the United States as 
an undocumented immigrant, a legal immigrant, a naturalized citizen, or a United States 
L Letter dated June 23, 1992 from Michael Cortes to Valerie Small Navarro, Director, 
Immigration Rights Project, Mexican American Legal Defense and Education Fund, Los 
Angeles. 
2. Report by the Auditor General of California: A Fiscal Impact of Undocumented Immigrants 
Residmg in San Diego County (Sacramento: Auditor General, August 1992, 129 pages), p. 45. 
3. The term "criminal alien" is not specifically defined as such in federal statutes, but 
has been used by federal agencies as far back as 1986 to refer to immigrants convicted of 
specified felonies, most of which are termed "aggravated felonies." These offenses are 
currently listed primarily in Section 1251 of Title 8 of U.S.C. as amended by Public Law 
101-649 of the 1990 session of Congress (also known as the Immigration Act of 1990). Also 
used in state and local law enforcement to apply to broader range of alien felons 
convicted of state or federal felonies. 
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citizen such as the offspring of a United States military couple born while the parents 
were stationed outside the United States. 
Permanent Resident: Normally refers to an individual who has achieved United States 
citizenship though born in a foreign nation. Can include persons who came to the United 
States as undocumented immigrants, but were granted amnesty and the right to become 
citizens under acts such as the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986. 
Deportable Alien, Deportable Felon: As used herein, refers to a criminal alien, or other 
non-citizen deportable because of criminal activity but of a lesser nature than aggravated 
felonies. Such persons may agree to deportation or may contest it through formal 
administrative hearings or court tests. 
Section 1.2 Statistical Data Overview 
Available statistics on the criminal alien, primarily compiled by government and law 
enforcement agencies, paint a sobering picture of the social and economic impacts of such 
offenders in California and elsewhere. However, such statistics are often condemned and 
criticized by civil rights groups as inaccurate and overblown and as devices utilized by 
political figures and anti-immigrant groups to condemn all foreign nationals living in the 
United States. INS is often criticized as having a long past record of disorganization, 
shoddy record keeping and sometimes questionable practices in apprehending and labeling 
undocumented aliens. 
Facts and statistics that are available, however, do raise serious issues. Many of the 
social costs cannot be determined, such as impacts upon communities or the lives of 
individuals resulting from drug sales or other criminal acts. The non-criminal 
undocumented alien is also often the victim of such acts by the criminal alien offender. 
Some facts and statistics: 
o The Los Angeles riots of April 1992 focused renewed attention and controversy 
over the participation of undocumented aliens and residents in the violence and looting 
and use of arrests by law enforcement agencies. In December, INS said Los Angeles County 
law enforcement agencies had turned over 1,228 possible undocumented immigrants on 
riot-related charges and that 1,093 were deported. The ACLU contended in a 49-page 
report, Civil Liberties in Crisis: Los Angeles During the Emergency, that the total was 
higher and that INS and the LAPD used the riots as an excuse to seek out illegals in 
violation of the LAPD's own Special Order 40 which prohibits questioning solely on 
citizenship status. A noted Rand Corp. researcher, Joan Peters1lia, concluded 51 percent 
of these originally charged were Hispanics. For the first time, the federal government 
began deportation hearings in the Los Angeles County Jail in September 1992. 
o A November 1987 report by the U.S. General Accounting Office (GAO), Criminal 
Aliens: INS Enforcement Activities, concluded that almost 20 percent of total arrests in 
six large United States cities were of foreign nationals. This ranged from 9 percent in 
Chicago! 16J?erc~~t in New York, 21 percent in Houston, 24 percent in Los Angeles, and 38 
percent m Miami. 
4. Criminal Aliens: INS Enforcement Activities: Report to the Chairman 
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. House of Representatives Committee on the Judiciary 
Subcommittee on Immigration, Refugees and International Law, November 1987,53 
pages), p. 18 ff. See also: 
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o A study by presiding Superior Court Judge David Carter in 1989 concluded that 
36.4 percent of those convicted of felonies or felony probation violations in his Orange 
County, California courtroom were alien offenders, more than 90 percent from Mexico. The 
stud>: relied primarily on INS determinations. (See Appendix A) Seventeen percent an 
Apnl sampling of 5,500 Orange County probationers were believed by the rrooar1on 
Department to be undocumented aliens. 
o The State of New York filed suit in federal court on April 24, 1992 to try to 
force the U.S. Department of Justice to take custody of 1,500 non-citizens in its prisons 
and work release programs. The suit cited federal law as requiring such action. New 
has asked California and other states to join in the legal action, and the Wilson 
Administration is now conferring with representatives of several other states. 
o Imprisonment, jail, parole, probation and court costs California resulting 
from serious alien offenders could top $500 million a year, $350 million in prison, parole 
and CY A costs alone. 
o CDC figures for January 7, 1993 list 21,170 of its 109,000 inmates as foreign 
born, based on inmate records and statements. CDC and INS list 12,831 of these as 
deportable aliens and another 3,805 as probably or potentially deportable (about 85 
percent of the latter group end up being deportable, CDC states) for a total of at least 
16,000 aliens subject to deportation. Of the remaining 5,000 foreign born, a small 
percentage will also be subject to deportation or detainment as aliens. Overall, this 
would indicate a prison system with at least 15 percent of its inmates as criminal aliens, 
the figure used in this study. Of the 90,000 inmates on parole, roughly 10,000 list 
foreign birthplaces, and 3,000 to 4,000 of these are on active parole in California as 
illegal aliens. 
o The 21,170 inmates with foreign birthplaces list 130 + countries, according to 
CDC's data; 70 percent from Mexico, 12 percent from Central and South American nations, 4 
percent from Europe and 5 percent from Asian and Pacific locales. (See Appendix B) 
o The 21,170 foreign horn inmates is an increase of 3,000, or almost 16 percent, in 
the past twelve months alone. 
o Of those with INS holds in February 1992, CDC statistics show 11 percent were 
serving terms on conviction of murder or voluntary manslaughter, 8.8 percent for robbery, 
6.5 percent for rape or other sex offenses, 18.3 percent for burglary or theft, and 37 
percent for sale, manufacture or possession for sale of drugs. (See Appendix C) 
o Reflecting a new Mexico-based drug link in the manufacture and sale of 
methamphetamines was the creation in Sacramento County of HUNT (Hispanic Undocumented 
National Trafficker) by law enforcement agencies in mid-1992. It is aimed at combating 
greatly increased sale of the substances by Mexican nationals who receive methamphetamines 
now being "cooked" in Mexico to avoid crackdown on such labs in the West, HUNT officials 
say. They cite the arrest of six Mexican nationals for sale of methamphetamines in a five 
day span in June 1992 in Sacramento as indicative of the trend. Federal drug officials 
contend 80-90 percent of such traffic can be traced to outlaw bikers and illegal alien 
offenders. 
(Footnote 4 continued from previous page) 
Criminal Aliens: Prison Deportation Hearings Include Opportunities to Contest 
Deportation (Washington, D.C.: U.S. General Accounting Office, May 1990, 17 
pages). 
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o The largest number of convicted criminal offenders deponed in recent years 
through the federal process were the 13,115 deported in 1991 (9,500 of them from 
California); INS predicted 17,000 1992. Yet INS and GAO officials, testifying before 
a 1989 hearing by the House Subcommittee on Immigration in Washington, estimated that 20 
percent of the 604.000 state and federal prison inmates at were foreign and 
that probabiy half (60,000) were subject to deportation. 
o Although its impact is as unknown, OCJP's directive requiring jails to 
INS of possible illegals among arrestees could step up identification and deportation 
efforts of alien offenders, but could also possibly result in legal actions and opposition 
by some counties, added costs to the state, and opposition by immigrant groups as 
discriminatory. Most local governments already comply, however. (See Appendix for 
o If estimates and calculations by INS and CDC are reasonably accurate (though 
disputed by immigrant rights groups) there are at least 16,000 illegal aliens among the 
state's prison inmates and parolees. This is enough to fill 4 to 5 of the state's newer 
prisons built at a cost of almost $900 million. As much as $350 million of CDC's $2.5 
billion yearly operating budget, more than 13 percent, could be going to pay costs of 
incarcerating and providing parole services for them at $22,000 per inmate, $2,000 per 
parolee. 
o Three studies made in Los Angeles County in 1990 and 1992 concluded that 11 
percent or 1,993 of those released from jail in a sample month (May 1990) were probably 
deportable aliens, that 22.000 deportables passed through that county's jails in a year. 
The 1992 follow-up study concluded 40 percent of the 1,993 released in May 1990 had been 
rearrested an average of two times each, and 60 percent had not been rearrested. The 
studies were made with INS help by the Los Angeles Countywide Criminal Justice 
Coordination Committee. A more massive studv released in November 1992 concluded that the 
county's six justice-related agencies expended $351 million of their $1.5 billion budget 
in 1991 on services provided to or necessitated by the legal and illegal immigrant 
population, or about 23 percent. The study's figures were strongly criticizep by civil 
rights groups. The study had been requested by the Board of Supervisors. 
5. Immigration Act of 1990: Report on Criminal Aliens (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department 
of Justice, April 1992, 19 pages), p. 5. 
6. Report by the Auditor General of California: A Fiscal Impact of Undocumented Immigrants 
Residing in San Diego County (Sacramento: Auditor General, August 1992, 129 pages), 
p. 43 and 54. 
7. Criminal Aliens in the Los Angeles County Jail Population (Los Angeles: Los Angeles 
Countywide Criminal Justice Coordination Committee, November 1990, 22 pages plus tables), 
pp. 11 ff, p. 19 ff. 
Impact of Repeat Arrests of Deportable Criminal Aliens in Los Angeles County (Los 
Angeles: Los Angeles Countywide Criminal Justice Coordination Committee, July 1992, 19 
pages), pp. IV ff. 
Impact of Undocumented Persons and Other Immigrants on Costs. Revenues and Services in Los 
Angeles County (Los Angeles: Los Angeles Countywide Criminal Justice Coordination 
Committee, November 1992, 118 pages plus attachments), Chapter 2, Tables 5 and 6, pp. 35-36. 
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immigrants crossing the border in San Diego County is subject to differing 
although the INS indicated that it apprehended 565,580 undocumented immigrants in 
12 months ending September 3 1992. At issue is how many are repeat illegal border 
crossers. A 45-day study by the Patrol (June 3, 1989) 21 
were repeaters. An 18-month study quoted the 
and conducted by Jorge Bustamente 
found 30 percent were repeaters. INS and 
apprehend from 20 to 33 percent ( 1 in 3 to 1 in 5) of the 
Bustamente's estimates, this would point toward 1.2 to 1 million illegal border crossers 
San Diego County yearly. Non-citizens in mid-1992 were still entering along 
divider Interstate 5 as it proceeds northward throu~h Diego County from 
Little or no effort has been made to stop them. This 1s largely due to the lack of 
Patrol staff and the danger of injury or death to immigrants if they attempt to 
across the fast-moving traffic lanes to avoid apprt:Wension. hundred traffic'"''"'"'""' 
resulted from such crossings in recent years. 
Also statistically indicative of the workload facing INS and the Border Patrol is the 
that they are responsible for searching out and deporting criminal offenders in 3,344 
local jails, 1,200 state correctional and 96 fed~ral prison facilities, and 3,000 
community correctional facilities nationwide. Most deportees are held in federal or 
state prisons or county jails. INS has only about 6,000 detention cells of its own. 
Section 1.3 Emphasis on Criminal Alien Dangers: "Immigrant Bashing?" 
Not all groups, however, agree that the statistics and the alarming view of crime by 
non-citizens paint an accurate or true picture of the undocumented immigrant. They see a 
danger of "immigrant bashing," the tendency to paint all legal and illegal immigrants as 
dangerous criminal offenders when no figures or reputable studies justify such assertions. 
(See Appendix N for a more detailed discussion of this point.) 
Several groups have testified before the California Le~islature and have taken major roles 
in formulating bills on the subject before both houses m 1990-92 sessions. Among them 
have been the ACLU, Mexican American Legal Defense and Education Fund (MALDEF), 
Asian Law Caucus, La Raza National Lawyers Association of Sacramento, and the San 
Francisco Lawyers Committee for Urban Affairs. 
These groups generally contend stark figures are misleading. They point out tendencies of 
police and INS investigators to seek out and arrest larger proportions of persons who look 
8. For estimates on the number of undocumented immigrants entering California and the 
United States each year and residing in the nation and in California, see the previously 
referred to Report by the Auditor General of California: A Fiscal Impact of Undocumented 
Immigrants Residing in San Diego County, August 1992, pages 9-14. Included are figures by 
the State Department of Finance, U.S. Census, U.S. Border Patrol, INS, U.S. Center for 
Immigration Studies, Washington, D.C., and Mexican Immigration to the United States, Jorge 
Bustamente and Wayne Cornelius, Center for United States-Mexican Studies, University of 
California, San Diego. 
9. Immigration Act of 1990: Report on Criminal Aliens (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department 
of Justice, April 1992, 19 pages), p. 4. 
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"w_hat about s~lectiv~_e!lforcem~nt? What about the fact that neither police 
officers n~r. pnson otfictals obtam training about immigration law? Who is 
charactenzmg whom as an illegal?" 
Exhibit 1 
Aliens A pprehcndcd: Fiscal Years 1951-90 
1951 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 
1990 INS Alien Apprehension graph shows the number of illegal aliens apprehended by the 
INS and Border Patrol yearly including 1990. Overwhelming percentage, more than 1 
million, were voluntary departures in 1990; 33,656 resulted from court or hearings and of 
those, only about 6,000 of that figure were considered criminal aliens by INS. It reached 
13,117 in 1991. Source: Statistical Yearbook of the INS: 1990. There are no measurable 
ratios between the number of serious criminal offenders who enter the United States during 
a year and number of non-criminal undocumented, since different factors impact the 
decisions of these individuals to leave their homelands. 
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A final determination by an immigration judge, administrative appellate body 
or federal court is the main determinant, not figures merely surmised by 
prison officials or even INS. Local enforcement officials are not trained 
m immigration law and do not understand how to I11ft_lfe a proper and lawful 
determination of an individual's immigration status. 
Kathy Brady, an immigration attorney with the Bay Area Immigration Legal Resource 
points out that Chinese immigrants and residents were once thought to commit 
of serious crimes in California in earlier days. Later studies showed they were a very 
law-abiding group. Overwhelming emphasis on the criminal alien may be encouragmg the 
same misconceptions regarding today's large non-citizen populations and depriving them 
rights and fair treatment, she believes. (Also see Appendix N) 
These groups maintain that local governments should not permit the INS to examine arrest 
records or hold suspected illegal aliens for questioning in local jails. They point to 
immigration being a federal, not a state or local responsibility, under the U.S. 
Constitution, and maintain local governments should not participate in questionable INS 
tactics. Some cities in California such as San Francisco, Oakland, Richmond and a few 
others, in response to such criticisms, limit or prevent INS access to jails and police 
records. Some have rules that do not permit officers to question or arrest persons based 
solely on immigration status (Los Angeles being the major city in the latter category). 
And while most civil rights groups do not deny that alien offenders impose costs on state, 
local and federal criminal justice systems, they question what they term "bloated" figures 
and what impact such costs really have on justice expenditures. Franklin Zimring, Boalt 
Hall law school professor who testified at the February 25th hearing in Sacramento of the 
Assembly Select Committee on California-Mexico Border Issues, predicted that if all alien 
felons in state prisons were returned to their homelands, "we would soon fill the cells 
with our own offenders." 
One shortcoming in accurately and consistently identifying an arrested individual as an 
undocumented immigrant is lack of uniformity by police agencies in standards or guidelines 
for such determinations. Some police agencies such as those in San Diego County utilize 
several determinants before an arrestee is to be listed as an undocumented alien. These 
include (1) no United States driver's license, (2) no Social Security number or card, (3) 
no United States address, (4) no employment, and (5) the inability to speak English. 
Adopting uniform determination standards statewide by law enforcement jails and prisons 
could help remedy this problem. Use of such a form, termed the "ARJIS-8" form, standing 
for the Automated Regional Justice Information System by the San Diego Police Department, 
was ruled constitutional by the California Fourth District Court of Appeal in 1990. (218 
Ca. App. 3rd #59) It permitted officers basically to use their own judgment on the ARJIS 
form in marking an arrestee as an "undocumented person." (See Appendix J and Section 6.11 
of this report.) 
For the reasons above, rights groups will oppose the OCJP directive requiring jails to 
notifY. INS of potential illegals among arrestees or lose federal funding. OCJP 
distnbutes about $32 million in federal law enforcement grants yearly to counties in 
California, but San Francisco and Santa Clara Counties and a few cities would be the 
primary local entities that seem likely to be affected. The U.S. Department of Justice 
has approved the OCJP directive, according to Michael Carrington, Deputy Director of the 
California OCJP. (See Appendix 0) 
10. Letter dated May 6, 1992 from William Tamayo of the Asian Law Caucus in San Francisco, 
to Robert E. Holmes, author of this report. 
CHAPTER 2 
FEDERAL EFFORTS IN RECENT YEARS: BRIEF OVERVIEW 
The Congress, the Bush and Reagan Administrations, the Department of Justice and INS, 
civil rights and religious groups, universities, local government, business and industry, 
and the courts have all been immersed in varying degrees in recent years with the issues 
of foreign nationals who commit serious felonies while in the United States, legallv or 
illegally. The issues are often inextricably entwined with the much broader questions 
posed by the presence of several million undocumented non-criminal aliens whose plight 
arouses much more sympathy and much more antipathy toward the INS. Sympathetic efforts to 
deal with the broader problems have at times obstructed efforts to deal with the criminal 
alien and the problems he poses. (The pronoun "he" is used throughout this report because 
sources have agreed the portion of serious alien felons who are female is miniscule, 
probably no more than 3 to 5 percent of the total.) 
Section 2.1 Major lei!islation Enacted 1986-1991 
At least four major bills concerning undocumented aliens have become federal law since 





Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986 (IRCA) 
Anti-Abuse Drug Act of 1988 (ADDA) 
Immigration Act of 1990 (IMMACf or IA 90) 
Technical Amendments Act of 1991 11 
A brief summary of criminal alien provisions contained in this legislation follows: 
Ai~avated felonies: Established and then expanded types of crimes and punishment for 
committing an "aggravated felony," under federal law. These include major felonies such 
as drug sales and manufacture, murder and other violent offenses, sex cnmes, 
11. For outline of major provisions of the acts see 'The Immigration Consequences of an 
Aggravated Felony ConVIction," Robert King Bingham, INS Counsel, Federal Bar and News 
Journal, October 1991, Volume 38, Number 8, Pages 456-462, and "Criminal Aliens in the 
Immigration System," William R. Robie and Ira Sandron, immigration judges, Executive 
Office for Immigration Review, Department of Justice, Federal Bar News and Journal, Volume 
38, Number 8, Pages 449-454. 
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racketeering, money laundering, smuggling and other crimes of "moral turpitude." Added 
detention rather than bail or bond for accused felon awaiting deportation hearing to 
prevent flight; increased sentences; enhanced sentence for convicted felon caught 
re-entering the United States (2 to 15 years), and banned such felons from the United 
States for 20 years once deported. 
INS arrest power: Expanded arrest authority of INS agents. 
ExEedited deportations: Required expedited deportation hearings on conviction without 
de erral for probation or other postponements in certain offense categories. 
Expansion of hearing sites: Greatly expanded holding of deportation hearings to more 
70 state and federal prisons, to be nearer pools of potential deportees. Donovan State 
Prison near San Diego and Calipatria State Prison in Imperial County are the two 
facilities in California as well as the Los Angeles County Jail. 
Federal funding to states: Title V of IRCA authorized funding for reimbursement of states 
subject to amounts provided in advance in appropriation acts. Wording: "The Attorney 
General is required to reimburse states for costs incurred for the imprisonment of any 
illegal alien or Cuban national who is convicted of a felony." No significant funds have 
been appropriated for this purpose. (See also SLIAG Funds subsequently) 
Border Patrol increase: Doubled size of Border Patrol from 3,000 to approximately 6,500, 
but sufficient funds were never appropriated. Staffing is about 3,800 currently to patrol 
the border. 
State reporting of alien drug convictions: Required law enforcement officials to provide 
data to INS when a suspected alien offender is arrested on specified drug charges. Not 
implemented in many California jurisdictions, though state law also requires it. (See 
Appendix D) 
Mandatory state reporting of alien convictions: Section 507 of the Immigration Act of 
1990 required states to provide conviction records to INS of all potentially deportable 
aliens Within 30 days, or face the loss of major federal funding, primarily for anti-drug 
programs. The provisions were later modified to provide each state with more time to 
prove it has drawn up compliance plans (See Appendix D). However, the California Office 
of Criminal Justice Planning in January 1993 ordered city and county jails to begin 
notifying INS of all arrests of possible undocumented immigrants or face the loss of 
millions of dollars in federal law enforcement grants. Though most counties now provide 
such data, some, such as San Francisco and Santa Clara Counties, do not, and could seek 
court or legislative action to change the directive which OCJP believes is a necessary 
first step to compliance with the Section 507 provisions. INS officials in 1992 expressed 
some concerns about being "inundated" with a mass of names, and law enforcement and civil 
rights groups opposed such a provision in a 1990 bill, as did judicial representatives. 
Section 2.2 Transfer Treaty Program 
The Transfer Treaty Program originated with Mexico under President Carter in 1976 and now 
includes United States treaties with approximately 40 nations and governments ranging from 
England and Turkey to the Isle of Man and the British Virgin Islands. New governments are 
added on occasion; however, it does not include most of the world's nations. 
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Treaties permit the signatory nations to transfer incarcerated alien felons back to the 
nations of their citizenship. Many conditions must be met such as (1) both nations must 
agree to the transfer, (2) the inmate must agree, and (3) recipient nations must have 
comparable crime and punishment provisions. (See Appendix E) Transfer between nations 
who are not signatories (such as Iran, Iraq, and Cuba) must be negotiated on a group or 
individual inmate basis. 
Thirty-three states are authorized by their Legislatures to take part in such transfers, 
including California. Such transfers must be approved in California by the Board of 
Prison Terms and ultimately by the U.S. Department of Justice. The Board has approved 18 
of 150 requests from inmates between 1983 and 1991, primarily inmates from Mexico and 
Canada. Denials by the Board have ranged from the inmate's application not meeting all of 
the state and federal requirements, to the most commonly cited reason that the offender's 
drug offense was not a comparable offense in his home country. (See Appendices E and F) 
The criteria for transfers are included in Government Code Section 12012.1. 
Transfers between the United States and nations who are not si~natories (such as Iran, 
Iraq and Cuba) must be negotiated on a group or individual basts by the state and the 
federal government with the foreign nation. 
Section 2.3 FencinJ: Along the California-Mexico Border, Other Steps 
Metal fencing consisting of used military runway matting has been erected by the federal 
government (National Guard) on a 12-mile section of the San Diego County-Mexico border 
through which the greatest numbers of undocumented aliens cross on foot or by motor 
vehicle. Its primary purpose is to prevent sroups crossing ~ masse and to funnel those 
crossing into more restncted zones for easier apprehension by the Border Patrol. 
The Border Patrol now has roughly 3,800 agents to oversee 2,000 miles of the southern 
United States' border; it was at one time authorized (thou~h not funded) to have twice 
that number. Former INS Western Director David Davidian estimates 15,000 would be needed 
to enforce an "effective barrier." 
California's Department of Transportation in October 1992 began placing fencing in the 
median lane of I-5 in its first four-mile stretch northward from the Mexican border to 
inhibit cross-freeway flight by hundreds who flee north daily. 
However, undocumented aliens are still walking up the center divider strip of Interstate 5 
in San Diego County, individually and in groups, with official road signs warning 
motorists to drive carefully to avoid persons running across traffic lanes. Only minimal 
efforts are made to apprehend them. 
Michael Flynn, Chief of Investigations for INS in Southern California, stated that in May 
of 1992, the Mexican government began cooperating in breaking up large gatherings of 
potential border crossers on the Mexican side discouraging mass break-through attempts 
that overwhelm apprehension efforts. Improved detection devices such as intense lighting 
and electronic surveillance are in use. "We are getting the best level of cooperation we 
have had from the Mexican government," stated Richard Rogers, INS Southern California 
Administrator, in mid-1992. 
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In late summer of 1992, more than 900 Marines were deployed along a stretch of the 
Arizona/New Mexico/Texas border from Nogales to El Paso, to help disrupt by their presence 
the heavy drug smuggling from Mexico. Using heavy equipment and working with Border 
Patrol, the Marines relied on wide ranging maneuvers there. 
A uniformed San Diego police unit named the Border Crime Intervention Unit (BCIU) an 
elite group of Mexican plainclothes officers, Grupa Beta, began operating in 1992 in no-man's 
land along the border. The primary mission of both is to prevent robbery, rape, and other 
crimes against border crossers by the "border bandits" and "coyotes" who provide illegal 
transportation at an exorbitant cost. Their efforts have reduced crime in the border areas, 
according to officials on both sides of the border. The two units often work together and 
trade information which is a far cry from the 1970-80s when Mexican and San Diego police 
sometimes exchanged gunfire and were at times accused of shooting or committing crimes 
against illegals. However, several religious and civil rights groups still strongly condemn 
Border Patrol tactics, particularly the American Friends Service Committee (Quakers). 
Section 2.4 SLIAG Funds: Now You See Them; Now You Don't 
Up to $1 billion a year was to be appropriated by Congress in SLIAG (State Legalization 
ImJ?aCt Assistance Grants) funds to assist state and local governments in expenditures to 
assist immigrants gain permanent residence or citizenship under IRCA, the Immigration Reform 
and Control Act of 1986. Actual funding has varied from none in 1990 nationwide to $309 
million for 1992-93. Governor Wilson contends the federal government still owes the state at 
least $324 million. These funds cannot be used by state and local governments in dealing 
with the problem of the criminal alien, or even minor criminal offenders. Since 1988, 
California has received $1.6 billion in funds under SLIAG, $170 million of this for the 
upcoming fiscal year, according to Richard Epstein, Special Assistant for Program and Fiscal 
Affairs of the California Health and Welfare Agency. 
Section 2.5 Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS): Much-Maligned Agency, 
Near Impossible Task 
The U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service has long been a target of continuing 
criticism that it is inept and disorganized. These charges come from immigrant, 
religious, civil rights groups and elected officials opposing its efforts as 
discriminatory and by other elected officials and Citizen groups such as FAIR (Federation 
for American Immigration Reform) demanding stricter enforcement of immigration laws and 
greatly increased apprehension and deportation of undocumented entrants. The service has 
been accused of concentrating upon persons who speak Spanish or poor English or who look 
Hispanic, and in California of singling out Asians such as Vietnamese and Cambodian 
immigrants. 
Three of its top career managers were fired by the Bush Administration in February 1992 
and its two most recent national commissioners, Alan C. Nelson and Gene McNary, have often 
come under fire from Congressional committees, the media and elected officials on the 
local, state and national levels. In 1989 its former General Counsel, Raymond M. 
Momboisse, made public a 22-page memo in which he declared INS was too decentralized to 
function, had incompetent command staff, kept weak financial records, overhired when 
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funding was not available, and failed to deport aliens under final orders of deportation 
(and kept .theffders in boxes gathering dust). He called for dividing the seiVIce into 
two agencies. 
Critics from civil rights organizations point out that INS rounded up 1.2 million 
relatively harmless undocumented workers but deported only 13,000 serious criminal 
offenders in 1991, although it states that its number one mission is now that of 
apprehending and deporting the criminal alien. 
Kathy Brady, attorney with the Bay Area Immigrant Legal Resources Center, cites the (I) 
complexity of immigration law, and (2) "tricky statistics" as the prime complicating 
factors in discussing illegal alien issues. She points out, for instance, that m her own 
work with the Stanford law School Immigration Clinic, "one of eight in my informal poll 
did not claim United States citizenship but were entitled to do so." She cited as 
examples an individual's not realizing that his grandfather's being born in the United 
States made him a citizen, that many of the 200,000 migrant farm workers qualify for 
citizenship but are unaware of their options and that many Central American residents here 
qualify for asylum, but do not know this. 
Issues often cited by rights groups include the following: 
• The complexity of immigration law makes suspect the figures INS distributes on 
both criminal and non-cnminal aliens, since only a court or administrative hearing can 
ultimately determine who is an illegal or deportable alien. 
• Publicized INS computer and records glitches point toward thousands of names 
listed as illegals in error, and, thus, complicat~ discussion of costs and impacts of 
non-citizens, both criminal and non-criminal. 
• Emphasizing the crimes committed by non-citizens damages the image of the much 
larger groups of foreign born whose overall crime rate may actually be lower and whose 
record as "good citizens" equal to that of native-born Americans. Such tactics, they 
contend, have been aimed m the past at other immigrant groups such as the, Irish, 
Chinese, Japanese, and Italians, especially in hard economic times. Appendix N 
12. Interpreter Releases, Report and analysis of immigration and nationality law, Volume 66, 
Number 41, October 23, 1989, page 1. See also IR Volume 66, Number 9, March 6, 1989, 
Pages 245-248, Volume 66, Number 39, pages 1114-1117. 
Momboisse's internal memo was to Mike Lempres, Special Assistant to the Attorney General, 
subject, Immigration and Naturalization Service, dated July 26, 1989. Its existence was 
first made public during confirmation hearing on INS Commissioner Gene McNary, when 
Senator Dennis DeConcini (D-Arizona) asked about the document on October 3, 1989. 
13. Criminal Aliens: INS Enforcement Activities: Report to the Chairman (Washington, D.C.: 
U.S. House of Representatives Committee on the Judiciary Subcommittee on Immigration, 
Refugees and International Law, November 1987, 53 pages), p. 18 ff. See also: 
Immigration Policy and Law (Washington, D.C.: Buraff Publications, May 3, 1990), page 5. 
Some estimates have placed missing or incorrect data in INS files as high as 17 percent. 
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Valerie Small Navarro, an attorney with the Mexican American Legal Defense and Education 
Fund in Los Angeles points out that all foreign born should not be lumped together, 
particularly permanent resident immigrants, in studying crime or other factors: 
To be useful for policy makers, it is important to distinguish among foreign 
born United States citizens, lawful permanent resid11.4ts and those with 
temporary residence status, and the undocumented. 
The size of the problems facing INS, in apprehending, holding and attempting to deport 
perhaps 1.5 million undocumented aliens a year, complicate its responsibility for dealing 
with the more-difficult-to-apprehend-and-prosecute criminal alien. Some of the factors 
include: 
o State and federal correctional institutions nationwide in 19[¥ were estimated by 
the Department of Justice to hold up to 60,000 foreign born inmates. Testimony i~<f 1989 
hearing by a House Subcommittee estimated 100,000 to 120,000 if jails are included. 
o The varying and complex laws, regulations and court rulings for determining 
deportability of cnminal aliens often enable offenders to delay or escape deportation, or 
to abscond. The accused criminal offender, though in the Umted States illegally, is 
entitled basically to all due process rights, appeals and publicly-paid-for legal 
representation before deportation hearings, the Board of Immigration Appeals and the 
federal courts. 
o A total of 43,000 foreign born inmates are awaiting verification of possible 
illegal status in prisons in five states with the greatest concentrations of potential 
deportees. 
o There are three million convicted offenders nationwide in parJ¥. probation and 
community programs which do not normally check for citizenship status. 
o The INS estimates that it will deport 17,000 criminal aliens in fiscal year 
1992-93 at a cost including transportation and escor;_gxpenses, of $11.7 million of its 
$1.1 billion budget, or an average cost of $600 each. 
14. Letter dated June 3, 1992 from Valerie Small Navarro, Director, Immigration Rights 
Project, Mexican American Legal Defense and Education Fund, Los Angeles, to Robert E. 
Holmes, author of this report. 
15. Immigration Act of 1990: Report on Criminal Aliens (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department 
of Justice, April 1992, 19 pages), p. 5. 
16. Transcript of Criminal Aliens Hearing Before the Subcommittee on Immigration. Refugees 
and International Law. Judiciary Committee. House of Representatives (Washington, D.C.: 
House of Representatives, November 1989, 152 pages), p. 117. Subject was HR 3333 to 
expand arrest authority of INS officers. 
17. Immigration Act of 1990: Report on Criminal Aliens, pp. 4-5. 
18. Immigration Act of 1990: Report on Criminal Aliens, p. 18. 
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o INS increased criminal alien deportations substantially from 1990 to 1991 (6,000 
to 13, 117). It completed 29,000 criminal investigations, more than a 350 percent increase 
in three years. It is linking its computer files with those of the FBI and with numerous 
other offender networks as well as with California's Criminal Based Inforrwtion Service 
(OBIS) to coordinate criminal alien search and apprehension nationwide. 
An exchange at the House Committee on Immigration hearing in Washington in November 1989 
pointed out the possible enormity of the problem: Lowell Dodge, Director of Justice 
Issues for the U.S. General Accounting Office, respected federal entity and frequent INS 
critic, had finished reciting many of the above figures. 
Congressman Lamar Smith (Texas): "If this is a rough estimate, then we are 
not talking about tens of thousands, but hundreds of thousands of criminal 
aliens on our streets." 
Lowell Dodge: "That is correct."20 
19. Immi~ration Act of 1990: Report on Criminal Aliens (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department 
of Justice, April 1992, 19 pages), p. 10 ff. 
Transcript of Criminal Aliens Hearin~ Before the Subcommittee on Immi~ration. Refu~ees and 
In rnatwnal Law J di ia ommittee House of Re resentatives (Washington, D.C.: 
House of Representatives, November 1989, 152 pages , p. 27 ff. Subject was HR 3333 to 
expand arrest authority of INS officers. 
CHAPTER 3 
CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS NATIONALLY: SOME OPTIONS 
An overview of current developments and possible approaches on the federal level regarding 
criminal aliens. 
Section 3.1 Major Con2ressional Legislation 1992 
\1ajor legislation aimed at the criminal alien problem was introduced in the 1992 session 
of Congress, but few provisions survived. New York Congressman Charles Schumer and 
Senator Alphonse D'Amato introduced HR 4440 and SB 2340 to require transfer of 3 
unspecified closed military bases to the Department of Justice to house 4,500 deportable 
and criminal aliens. It authorized $100 million to cover costs to states resulting from 
alien-committed crime. The bills did not pass. 
California Senator John Seymour introduced the most comprehensive legislation six weeks 
before the session ended which would have (I) allowed seizure of assets of aliens 
convicted of smuggling or who fail to report for deportation, (2) seizure of persons' assets 
counterfeiting immigration documents, (3) provided fines up to $100,000 for persons using 
aliens to commit crimes (such as drug sales), ( 4) provided funds for nationwide illegal 
alien fingerprint and phototracking systems, and (5) required deportable criminal felons 
to be sent to federal facilities. It would have authorized 1,500 more Border Patrol 
officers and the conversion of three military bases to house criminal aliens, and would 
have called for a joint United States-Mexico border control strategy. It died as Congress 
adjourned. 
California Representative Elton Gallegly introduced nine bills dealing with undocumented 
immigrants, including HR 4754 which would have added 2,000 Border Patrol officers, HR 3438 
and HR 3440 to require counterfeit-proof Social Security, registration and identity cards. 
They did not survive. INS in its submitted budget had sought an additional $3.7 million 
and 130 new positions to combat criminal aliens in its $1.1 billion budget after being 
quoted earlier in an April1992 Department of Justice report as being most concerned about 
a "noted disparity between the size of the diverse criminal alien population and INS 
resources available to address the problem." 
The comprehensive crime bill (HR 3371) included numerous provisions dealing with the 
criminal alien; HR 3634 by Florida Representative Lawrence Smith and HR 3466 by Texas 




Section 3.2 New York Suit A~:ainst Federal Government 
After unsuccessfully attempting to get the federal government to take custody of 1,500 
deportable aliens in its prisons and work release programs, the State of New York filed 
smt in the U.S. District Court on April 24, 1992 to force such action. The suit cites 
Title 8, USC 1252 (a) (2) (A) which states in part: 
The Attorney General shall take into custody any alien convicted of an 
aggravated felony upon release of the alien (regardless of whether or not 
such release is on parole, supervised release or probation and regardless of 
the possibility of re-arrest or further confinement in respect of the same 
offense). 
Anthony Annucci, Deputy Commissioner for the New York Department of Corrections, said that 
other states including California, Pennsylvania and Massachusetts have expressed interest 
in the suit. The Wilson Administration has contacted New York authorities expressing 
support for the intent of the action, though differences exist between the alien felon 
situation in New York and in California. 
Possibilities could include California's joining the suit or filing support documents as a 
friend of the court (amicus curiae). However, New York's flexible indeterminant 
sentencing system, and its rules governing work release programs, make that state more 
flexible on release dates than California where the determinant sentence requires each 
offender to serve a specified number of years in prison or in community programs, 
shortened only through reductions from work or good behavior credits. 
Section 3.3 Fund in~: Through Border Crossing Fees 
Among others, the former INS Commissioner Gene McNary has proposed that the federal 
government impose a border fee on all persons entering or leaving the United States 
legally. The purpose would be to provide additional funding to aid federal, state and 
local governments with the costs of illegal immigration. 
Alan C. Nelson, former INS Commissioner under President Reagan and now a Sacramento 
attorney, believes a $1- $2 fee would not deter movement or tourism, but could raise as 
much as $500 million per year. Now active in FAIR (Federation for American Immigration 
Reform), he believes It could be collected at posts along the Mexican border as the region 
with the greatest problems, but agrees it might have to be imposed on all persons entering 
or leaving the United States as a matter of equity. Funds could be divided with Mexico, 
Canada and other nations. 
In a nationwide poll conducted by the Roper Group for FAIR in 1992, 72 percent favored 
such a fee as a funding source for improving border security. The concept is being tried 
on a limited scale as provided by the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986. 
Three-month decals are sold to border commuters at border crossings near Laredo, Texas, 
and on the Washington-Canadian line; the purpose is not primarily to raise funds, but to 
provide commuters with access to speedier cross-border lanes and enable them to avoid long 
lines. 
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The problems with a border fee could include (1) gaining support of the governments of 
Mextco and Canada, with the latter perhaps more likely to oppose the concept because of 
the United States-Canada open border, (2) merchant opposition on the United States side 
because of their concern that even a low fee might discourage Mexican shoppers, (3) 
difficulties in collecting the fee from the huge number of pedestrians who cross at the 
Mexican border, (4) danger of toll booth robberies, and (5) gaining congressional and 
administrative approval. 
Richard Rogers, former INS Southern California Administrator, stresses that neither INS 
nor Border Patrol personnel could be involved in fee collection in order to avoid 
allegations of conflict of interest in deciding entry into the United States. Mexico has 
set up booths on the Mexican side of the border m the San Diego area, but is not using 
them for fee collection. 
The United States now charges entry fees at airports and seaports to foreign nationals, as 
do many foreign nations, and, thus, the concept is not untried. 
Section 3.4 Sentencina: More Deported Felons Who Re-enter the United States 
Federal law under sentencing guidelines provides terms of from 2 to 15 years for the 
sentenced felon who is deported, but re-enters illegally, especially if he is convicted of 
a new aggravated felony. Whether threat of such sentence serves as a deterrent is unknown 
since relatively few re-entering felons are sent to federal prisons. Michael Flynn, INS 
Investi~ations Chief in the Los Angeles region, states 50 have been sentenced in that 
region m the past several months, more than 70 in the Sacramento region and that the 
figures overall could be substantial if totaled. 
"We have 20 times that number we could sentence, but the clogged nature of the federal 
courts and limits on what types of cases they will take, make it difficult." Normally the 
courts will take such cases only if the illegal offender is a multiple offender with 
serious offenses who has previously re-entered illegally 2 to 5 ttmes, he states. 
William Oldencranz, INS Legal Counsel in Southern California, explains that length of such 
sentences is based on "severity and culpability." This includes seriousness of the 
offense, previous record, number of prior illegal entries, family and community ties in 
the United States and number of years here and even the degree of remorse shown, he 
explains. 
Oran~e County Superior Court Judge David Carter, who testified before a U.S. Senate 
Judictary subcommittee in 1989 on extent of the problem in his district, terms the limited 
extent to which federal sentences are used as a "joke" and believes extensive use could 
serve as a deterrent. 
Convicted alien felons in California who are deported face possibility of parole 
revocation if caught returning, particularly if suspected of a new crime. The maximum 
term the Board of Prison Terms can impose is a year although this is rarely done. Parole 
Division figures for 1989 and 1990 show 28 percent of California prison inmates turned 
over to INS and deported, were known to have re-entered the United States illegally from 
having come into previous contact with law enforcement. Not included, of course, is the 
percentage who re-entered, but were not apprehended. Board figures show it revoked parole 
for 243 aliens re-entering illegally during 1991. (See Appendix G) 
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGES 
FOREIG~-BORN I~ STATE PRISONS IN L~ITED STATES 
DURING 1991: I~S FIG~RES 
STATE -:-orAL CQREIGNI ?ERCENT I DATE : 
~CALIFORNIA ~ 01,616 I '7 411 I '7 134%1 :9-30-911 
NEW YORK 57.636 I -: 151 I • 2.407o/cl 
\TEXAS 49.918 I ~ 998 I '0.012%1 '0-01-911 
!FLORIDA 46.474 I 2.484 1 5.345%1 J9-30-911 
I ILLINOIS 28.793 I '.362 I 4 730%1 ·o- -9t I 
!sTATE TOTAL FOREIGN I PERCENT I DATE I 
tALABAMA 15.545 I 3 I 0.054%1 •0-09-911 
I ALASKA 2,5461 27 I ;o6ow 09- -91 I 
\ARIZONA 14,941 I 456 3.052%1 
'ARKANSAS 7.486 I 311 09-30-911 
'CALIFORNIA 101.616 I •7.411 I 09-30-911 
COLORADO 8.284 I 352 )9-30-911 
CONNECTICUT I 10,739 I 383 ·o-ot-91 
,DELAWARE 3.649 I sa I L'-10-911 
DISmiCTCO 1.694 I 41 09-30-911 
FLORIDA 46.474 I 2.484 I 09-3D-9tl 
~~=~~~lA 23.519 I 84 I •0-18-911 2.415 I ~ 26 I )9-29-911 
.IDAHO 2.041 1 68! 09- -~1 I 
~IWNOIS 28 793 I 1 362 I 10- -91 I 
INDIANA I 17,226 I 84 I 0.488%1 09-30-1111 
IOWA 4,100' 16 0.3110W 09-3o-91l 
KANSAS I 5.694 I 170 2.1186~ 10-211-911 
KENTUCKY 9.580 I 40 0.418IMII 09-27-911 
LOUISIANA 14,844 I 165 1.112'1111 
MAINE I 1,884 I 16 1.082'111 10-Q1-91 
MARYLAND ' 19,318 I 1A61 o.79rw 11-22-911 
MASSACHUSETT1 8.635 I SiS;I 6.169W I 
MICHIGAN 35.501 394 1.1101Mi1 1o-o3-91 
MINNESOTA ' 3,423 84 2.4S4W 
MISSISSIPPI 8,780 44 0.501'1111 09-QI-91 
MISSOURI 15,305 164 1.0~ 10-o9-91 
MONTANA i 1,329 8 0.80~ 10-3G-111 
NEBRASKA 2,504 3.5 1.398~ 09-30-91 
NEVADA 5.980 400 6.71~ I 
NEW HAMPSHIR I 1,855 67 4.048~ 10-Q1-911 
NEW JERSEY 18.5681 558 3.1544~ 09-30-911 
NEW MEXICO 3.154 I 176 5.580~ I 
NEW YORK 57,636 I 7,151 12.401'11 10-115-911 
NORTH CAROLINI 
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2.44M' 09-10-91 2.314_,. 04- ·111 
5.6 percent 
24 percent 
FOREIGN BORN INMATES: Figures compiled by INS show 40,993 
inmates in state prisons are foreign born though this does 
not mean all are non-citizens of u.s. Five states including 
California have 81 percent of these. Federal Bureau of Prisons 
lists 16,060 of its 66,784 inmates as foreign born, or 24 
percent, in 1991 totals. 
Exhibit 2 
Top five states 



















Section 3.5 Interior Repatriation of Criminal Deportees 
In cooperation with the Government of Mexico in the fall of 1992 INS began deportation of 
316 undocumented immigrants to Mexico City, rather than depositing them at the Mexican 
border. Interior repatriation is aimed at making re-entry more difficult and imposes 
penalties for those who return and are apprehended. 
For 1992, INS estimated removal of criminal aliens to their homelands and escort costs 
totaled about $11.7 million or about $700 each, for 17,000 deportees.11· 
Expansion of such a policy would require additional INS funding. Criminal aliens from 
overseas or from non-neighboring countries are normally flown home at the United States 
expense, and they are sometimes accompanied by INS personnel to ensure that the offender 
goes all the way home and does not ''jump ship" or plane before arriving there. 
Mexican government policy is not to interfere with its citizens' efforts to emigrate or 
seek employment in other nations. It does not oppose sentencing of its nationals to 
United States prisons for conviction of crimes here, but it normally does not pick up 
deported crimmal offenders when brought to the border at the expense of the United States 
unless they are wanted on charged in Mexico, INS officials say. 
Section 3.6 Federal Aid to Impacted States 
Numerous bills have been introduced and efforts made over the years (such as the 
Schumer-D'Amato and Seymour bills in the 1991-92 session) to require federal monetary 
assistance to states impacted by the illegal alien problem in general or the criminal 
alien problem in particular. The battles for SLIAG funds were discussed in brief in the 
previous section, but they cover only legal aliens seeking permanent status, not costs 
resulting from criminal aliens. Federal prisons, however, are as overcrowded as those of 
most states and include perhaps 16,000 foreign born possible aliens. The INS has 
detention facilities for about 6,000 nationwide. It has leases or arrangements with 14 
California counties for detention space for detainees and similar arrangements nationwide. 
The 1986 Immigration Reform and Control Act (IRCA) directed the Department of Justice to 
dispense federal funds to states hit by criminal alien costs, but no appreciable funds 
were ever forthcoming. 
The two main options would seem to be: 
o Federal government appropriation of funds to aid state and local governments in 
meeting incarceration and other costs resulting from immigrant crime. 
o Federal government willingness to take convicted alien offenders off the hands of 
state and local governments for federal imprisonment or deportation. In California's 
prisons, criminal aliens must serve out thetr full sentences under the determinant system. 
21. Immi~Uation Act of 1990: Repon on Criminal Aliens (Washington, D.C.: U.S. 
Depanment of Justice, April 1992, 19 pages), p. 18. See also: 
Criminal Aliens: Prison Deponation Hearings Include Opportunities to Comest 
Deponation (Washington, D.C.: U.S. General Accounting Office, Mav 1990, 17 
pages). -
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Congress does assist states impacted by costs of incarcerating Marie I Cuban offenders; 
about $5 million was appropriated for 40 states in 1992. Indicative of the cost to the 
federal government if It were to take over the housing of 25.000 of the alien offenders 
now held in state and local jails and prisons: At $20,000 per offender, the cost could 
reach half a billion dollars; at $10,000 each, the cost could reach $250 million per year, 
exclusive of new construction costs. 
Among others, Alan Nelson, former INS National Commissioner, has suggested aid with the 
criminal alien problem be made a part of the current free-trade negotiatiOns with Mexico, 
but there was little public indication this was pursued by the Bush Administration. It is 
one of the issues facing the new Clinton Administration. 
Governor Pete Wilson, in his budget documents submitted in January 1993 is seeking $250 
million from the federal government to pay for the costs of "incarcerating alien felons in 
state prisons." No figure as to number of such felons in the state's prison system is 22 listed in the document, Governor's Budget: 1993-94: From Adversity to Opportunity. but 
a report distributed in January 1993 by the California Health and Welfare Agency, "A 
Failed Federal Promise," estimates 12 percent of the state's prison population as 
"undocumented people" and 7.8 percent of the California Youth Authority's wards. 
The $250 million is part of the $1.5 billion which the Governor has requested from the 
federal government to help meet California social service costs for undocumented 
immigrants. The request met with surprise and skepticism in Washington, but agreement 
that it is helping focus attention on the states' problems. 
Possibly having a reverse impact on federal assistance is the provision in the Immigration 
Act of 1990 (Section 507) and the January 1993 directive by the State's Office of Criminal 
Justice Planning. Both are aimed at requiring the courts and local jails to report names 
of all arrested or convicted offenders to INS if justice officials believe them to be 
undocumented aliens. Failure to do so would result in the loss of millions of dollars in 
federal drug enforcement funds and law enforcement grants by state and local governments. 
22. Governor's Bud~et 1993-94. From Adversity to Opportunity (Sacramento: 
Governor's Office, January 1993), p. 34. 
CHAPTER 4 
CRIME BY ALIEN FELONS: COST ESTIMATES IN CALIFORNIA 
Compilation of the total costs of crime committed by non-citizen felons is at best an 
educated guess. Criminal justice system costs for felons caught, convicted and punished 
are quantifiable to a considerable degree. Other social and economic impacts are all but 
impossible to compute. and no such effort is made here. 
Section 4.1 Some Costs Can Be Calculated, Some Cannot 
This section deals primarily with the costs of jail and prison incarceration. parole and 
probation costs, coun expenses and police investigation outlays for the alien charged 
with serious felonies. Some statistics include those accused of misdemeanors or less 
serious felonies. Thev are so noted when used. Other costs would be more difficult if 
not impossible to measure. such as: 
• Medical and counseling costs of the victim 
e Damage to or value of stolen property (minus replacement for or recovery of 
such property) 
e Lost work time 
_, Cancellation of insurance or increased cost of coverage to the victim; money 
spent on added security measures 
• Social costs such as added fear and trauma suffered by victims leading to 
damage to or destruction of life patterns of the victim and his or her loved 
ones. This can be particularly prevalent in the case of victims of violent 
or drug crimes, such as the lifestyle alterations and secondary criminal 
patterns resulting from the user's subsequent criminal activities to support 
a drug habit. 
Offenses committed by criminal aliens affect not only the lives of United States citizens. 
Undocumented aliens and legal immigrants often become the victims of offenses committed by 
the alien felon. This includes robbery, rape and theft in the border crossing areas, plus 
extortionist transportation charges levied by "coyotes" to take the undocumented north 
from the border. It also includes crime in labor camps and in metropolitan areas with 
high concentrations of work areas that attract lar~e numbers of undocumented non-criminal 
immigrants. All immigrants, of course, are also VIctims of the same range of crimes that 
impact United States citizens. 
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Cost Benefit Analysis: Any assessment of the costs of undocumented immigrants must 
include taxes they pay, income they add to the economy plus more intangible benefits such 
as the workforce they provide. Most recent examples of such analyses in California are 
the comprehensive studies completed by Los Angeles and San Diego Counties during 1992. 
In the case of the criminal alien, a drug dealer may well pay sales taxes on the BMW he 
buys; he may pay property taxes or user fees, or buy lottery tickets. On the other hand, 
he may cost society in the form of welfare, medical or education benefits that he or his 
family receive. 
However, no effort was made herein to include such costs and possible financial benefits 
in the case of the criminal alien since ( 1) they would be unknown or unquantifiable, and 
(2) such costs or benefits are not included when the costs of crime committed by United 
States citizens are computed. 
Section 4.2 Los An~:eles, San Die~:o. Oran2e County Studies 
Over the past four years, at least three major California counties have completed or have 
studies underway in attempts to determine government and public costs and financial 
benefits, such as taxes paid, by the undocumented immigrant. All include criminal justice 
costs. The previously mentioned San Diego Countv study was completed in August 1992. Los 
Angeles County published its findings in 1990 and fn August and November 1992. Orange 
County's Board of Supervisors in October 1992 approved a Grand Jury recommendation to 
begin such a study and appropriated $5,000. All three studies deal with health, welfare, 
education, criminal justice and other costs. 
No comprehensive research has been done in recent years on the overall statewide costs of 
crime committed by the serious criminal alien; this report is believed to be the most 
comprehensive attempt in that direction thus far. The county studies referred to above 
provide information on costs relevant to the statewide picture. 
Summaries of the five studies: 
+1 ). Auditor General Study. San Diego County ( 1992) This $55,000 state-financed study 
is entitled A Fiscal Impact Analysis of Undocumented Immigrants Residing in San Diego 
County. The 127 page report examined costs and possible fiscal benefits of undocumented 
immigrants to the health, social services, education and criminal justice systems in that 
county. It concluded that total costs were $205.4 million; estimated state and local 
taxes and revenues from such immigrants at $60 milli~ a year, for a net cost to state and 
local governments of $145.9 million for the year 1992. 
Principal researchers in addition to the Auditor General's staff were Louis A. Rea, Ph.D., 
and Rtchard A. Parker, Ph.D., of the School of Public Administration and Urban Studies at 
San Diego State University, working with San Diego County criminal justice agency staffs. 
Criminal Justice: The study calculated total criminal justice costs to local and state 
governments in San Diego County at $105 million from arrests and prosecution of 
undocumented immigrants for a typical year (1991-92). Its findings were based on 
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approximately 16,000 felony and misdemeanor arrests, and processing through the courts, 
district attorney's office, public defender, probation, jail and state prison. The 
cases included 2,968 felony cases and 13,059 cases. Cost Df<)le,CW)ns 
on intensive examination actual cases 
Among the findings: 
0 commit crime at same rates as 
San Diego County, though rate for burglaries was slightly higher and the rate 
lower for immigrants the other residents of 
o About 13 percent of the felony cases in the County were filed against 
to be undocumented immigrants and represented 15 percent of the 
costs. proportion of immigrants among felony arrestees 18.3 in 
San Diego to zero percent in Coronado. The CHP estimated it 35 percent 
time matters involving undocumented immigrants. 
o Roughly one-fifth of the 2,968 felons were sent to state 
on probation, most of whom were deported; 72 percent were 
The report concluded that the undocumented immigrant population the 
200,000, but it made no attempt to estimate the percentage who might be 
criminal activity. The 72 percent of the felony cases that resulted in convictions .... "'''-'L''"" 
undocumented immigrants was about 5 percent higher than citizens charged with 
(67 percent). Statewide the figure was 64 percent. 
Felony Cases: Citizens, Non~Citizens, 
Cases Filed, Citizens 







Researchers and staffs of criminal justice agencies -- enforcement, courts, 
prosecution, defense, probation, jails -- compiled total expenditures of 
handling the 2,968 felony cases, and for the 13,039 misdemeanor cases. 
costs were the $105 milhon cited above. 
The jail/prison incarceration figure includes $23 million for the 646 felons sent to state 
prison, $12.8 million of it for the first year's sentencing costs to the state. 
These figures include felony and misdemeanor cases filed by the district attorney and, 
thus, may include several thousand offenders who may be deportable aliens most 
instances when convicted but do not qualify as criminal aliens as the term is defined 
federal usage because their offenses are misdemeanors or lesser felonies. Most 
computations in this report are limited to the 2,968 felony cases filed against 
undocumented immiwants unless otherwise specified. The next page gives a complete 
breakdown of San Diego County criminal justice costs for alien offenders for a year. 
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Exhibit 3 
Total Annual State and Local Criminal Justice Costs for 
Undocumented Immigrants Charged with Misdemeanors or Felonies in 
San Diego County for 1992 
Criminal Justice System Component 
Total Law Enforcement Cost 
Judicial System 
Courts - Felonies 
Courts - Misdemeanors 
Total Court Costs 
Legal Prosecution/District Attorney 
Legal Defense 
Total Attorney Costs 
Correctional System 
Probation Department Investigations 
Adult Incarceration Costs 
Current Year Sentences 
Carry-over of Existing Inmates 
Unsentenced Jail Stays 
Total Adult Incarceration 
















Auditor General's Report: The study, A Fiscal Impact Analysis of Undocumented Immi!U§.nts 
Residini in San Dieio County, released in August 1992, concluded that arrests and 
investigation, processing, court, incarceration and probation in 2,698 felony and 13,059 
misdemeanors involving undocumented immigrants during 1991 cost local governments and the 
state $105,754,121. The largest single amount, $45 million, was for the arrest and 
investigation by police agencies of the original crime. 
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To determine probable undocumented status, the 
determinations. They utilized the ARJIS forms used 
in which officers mark the status as "Undocumented 
to a questions. They also double checked 
which are included on the ARJIS form: 
States driver's license, (2) a Social Security number, (3) an in the United 
States, (4) employment, and (5) the ability to speak English. They an arrestee as 
undocumented only if he failed all five. Their total estimate of undocumented npro.;nn 
the arrest population was 40 percent higher than the San Diego police determinations 
the field. The study was requested by San Diego County William Craven, 
of the Senate Select Committee on Border Issues. It was a follow-up to the following 
study: 
+ 2). Impact of Illegal Immigration on the Criminal Justice System (1989) This study 
dealt with San Diego County and was initiated by the San Diego Association of Governments 
(SANDAG). The 1989 study found roughly 12 percent of the arrests county-wide were 
undocumented immigrants and 2 percent of documented immigrants, based on a sampling 
felony cases in the 1985-86 fiscal year. It placed the total criminal justice costs to 2 San Diego County, of offenses committed by immigrant groups, at $15,277,000 at that time. 
It used nine factors to determine illegal status of arrestees. 
Los Angeles County has undertaken three studies of the cost impacts of immigrant offenders 
in 1990, 1991, and 1992. Summaries follow: 
+ 3). Criminal Aliens in the Los Angeles County Jail System (1990) This study was 
undertaken by the Los Angeles Countywide Criminal Justice Coordination Committee at the 
request of INS. The 65-page report found that of the 17,774 felony inmates released from 
that county's jails in a typical month, 19 percent were foreign born and that 11 percent, 
or 1,993, were classed as deportable aliens by INS. It compiled no cost figures, but 
concluded that 22,000 illegal aliens passed through that county's jails in a typical year. 25 It based its findings on a sampling of May 1990 releases from Los Angeles County JaiL 
•4). Impact of Repeat Arrests of Deportable Criminal Aliens in Los Angeles County 
This report was released in July 1992. Also initiated by the Los Angeles Countywide 
Criminal Justice Coordination Committee, it is a follow-up to the prior study, and focused 
on the 1.993 deportable aliens released from that county's jails in May 1990; a 41-page 
report 26 
24. Impact of Dlep.l Immiwnion on the Criminal Justice System. Final Report 
(San D1ego Association of Governments. July 1989, 195 pages), pp. 69, 82. 
and 98. 
25. Criminal Aliens in the Los Angeles County Jail Population (Los Angeles Countywide 
Criminal Justice Coordination Committee. November 1990), pp. iii ff. 
26. Impact of Repeat ArreSts of Dcwonable Criminal Aliens in L.os Angeles County 
(follow-up to above study) (Los Angeles County'Nide Criminal Justice Coordination 
Committee, July 1992), pp. A-2 ff. 
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Among its findings: 
o Roughly half of the 1,993 had been deported upon release from jail. 
o Over 40 percent of the 1,875 who could be found had been arrested on new 
non-minor offenses within a year of release, while 60 percent had no new arrests during 
that time period. 
o In the period prior to their release in May 1990, and subsequent thereto, the 
1,993 had cumulative arrests totaling 10,939, or an average of 5.4 arrests each. 
(Included felonies and misdemeanors). 
Based on the conclusion that 11 percent of the county's jail inmates were deportable 
aliens, the study concluded cost of processing such offenders was $75 million per year to 
Los An~eles County. It included a breakdown by justice-related agency of the $75 million 
cost estimate, but it did not indude civil, sheriffs patrol or investigation costs or 
immigrant arrestees not subject to deportation. This was probably the main reason why its 
cost estimate of $75 million was lower than the $105 million for San Diego County, a 
smaller county. The latter study was more inclusive of justice system element costs and 
included state prison, city jail and law enforcement costs as well, not just county jail 
costs. The 1992 Los Angeles County study, discussed next, placed the total yearly 
justice-related costs to that county at $351 million for services resulting from criminal 
and non-criminal activities by immigrant groups in that county. 
•5). Impact of Undocumented Persons and Other Immigrants on Costs. Revenues and 
Services in Los Angeles County (1992) This 146-page report was prepared at the request of 
the Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors by the Urban Research section of the Internal 
Services Department. It was released in November 1992. It attempted to compile the 
county costs in education, health, welfare, public housing, etc. of the estimated 2.3 
million legal and illegal immigrants in the County, which it placed at one-fourth of the 
population. It also attempted to compile the benefits or economic contribution from these 
residents, who were divided into four categories: 
1. Recent legal immigrants 
2. Immigrants granted amnesty under the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986 
toward permanent citizenship status 
3. Undocumented persons 
4. Children of undocumented persons 
The study also estimated the cost of county services provided to or necessitated by these 
groups to justice-related agencies: courts, district attorney, public defender, sheriffs 
department, and probation department. Only a few pages in the report dealt with criminal 
justice costs or issues. However, using immigrant population estimates from this study 
and applying the statewide felony arrest rate of 1,776 per 100,000 (from the Attorney 
General's report, Crime and Delinquency in California 1991) would point toward a possible 
41,400 felony arrests among the county's 2.3 million immigrant population studied, during 
the sample year. 
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Its indicate that $351 million. or 23 percent. of the $1.5 billion the County 
spent on justice-related services in 1 1 were for services provided to or necessitated by 
activities of the immigrant groups. There was no breakdown on rypes services, criminal 
or non-criminal. no comparison of rates between immigrant citizen 
the six criminal justice-related agencies. the report to down the cost 
the services provided to each of the four immigrant compared to the amount 
services provided to the "rest of the population." Figures were based on percentage 
immigrant population compared to total population, on and upon case 
study also attempted to compile local, state and federal taxes and other monetary 
contributions made by the county's immigrant populations (including those seeking 
citizenship under the immigrant reform act of 1986), but no computations were attempted on 
possible contributions by immigrant offenders. 
Following is the report's listing of 1991-92 justice-related agencies' budgets and the 
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The study did not attempt to compile statistics on the number of undocumented or 
documented immigrants who were charged with felonies or misdemeanors during the year. 
For a more detailed breakdown, see Appendix M. 
27. Impact of Undocumented Persons and Other Immigrants on Costs. Revenues and 
Services in Los Angeles County (Los Angeles County: November 1992), Chapter 2, 
Tables 5 and 6, pp. 35-36. 
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Section 4.3 Attributable Costs of Alien Felons: Estimates 
What follows is an attempt to compile criminal justice system costs to California for 
apprehending, holding, processing and incarcerating non-citizens accused of or convicted 
of felony offenses for a sample year. Normally these costs per non-citizen offender would 
not vary significantly from those of the citizen felony offender, except insofar as the 
services for an interpreter might be required for the former. Also, a larger percentage 
of non-citizen offenders may require services of the public defender. 
The focus is on local and state government criminal justice costs although some federal 
costs are cited. No attempt was made to determine societal costs of such felony offenses. 
Local costs were derived primarily from figures compiled in the 1992 study by the Auditor 
General's Office, A Fiscal Impact Analysis of Undocumented Immigrants Residing in San 
Diego County (discussed in more detail in Section 4.2). State costs were those provided 
by the Department of Corrections, California Youth Authority, and Parole and Community 
Services Division of Corrections. Attempts were made to determine: 
o Cost of an average felony case prosecuted in San Diego County and from that, the 
total cost of the 2,968 such cases filed in that county by the district attorney in a 
12-month span. 
o Using the above figures to estimate the criminal justice costs to all counties 
for prosecuting and sending to state prison the more serious alien offenders -- the 
criminal offender primarily dealt with in this report. Roughly 15 percent of the state's 
109,000 inmates are believed by INS and CDC to be alien felons. Per-case costs in San 
Diego County were used as a standard or average for all counties. 
o Annual cost to local and state government to apprehend, prosecute and punish 
undocumented immigrants accused of serious felonies, those labeled aggravated felonies 
under federal terminology, and which classify the perpetrator as a criminal alien. This 
figure includes the costs to cities and counties to prosecute such cases and costs to the 
state to incarcerate them in state prison and to oversee them while on parole. 
The total cost was estimated at roughly $500 million, as explained in detail further in 
this section. 
The computations are not offered as comprehensive estimates in determining all the 
societal and criminal justice costs resulting from criminal alien activities committed by 
the apprehended alien felon. For instance, costs of appeals by such offenders are not 
included for they are not known. Nor is the total cost compiled for the alien convicted 
of a felony who is sentenced for 5 to 10 years to prison at state expense. His one-year 
cost to local and state governments might be $40,000 based on figures cited herein; his 
five-year cost could be $110,000 in correctional expenditures alone. Nor is there any way 
to compute his past societal or criminal justice costs from past offenses. Thus, the $500 
million figure is low in all likelihood. These estimates are offered as one method of 
approach to quantifying the known criminal justice costs for one year of such criminal 




STATE PRISON, YOUTH AUTHORI1Y, PAROLE COSTS, ALIEN FELONS 
APPROXIMATELY $385 MILLION, ONE YEAR 
Prison Costs: California currently has 21,170 inmates who list foreign birthplaces among 
its 109,000 prison population. The California Department of Corrections and INS believe 
that roughly 16,000 of these are deportable aliens. Using incarceration costs of $22,000 
per year per inmate (figure used by California Legislative Analyst) multiplied by the 
16,000 population would produce a total of approximat~ly $350 million per ye:lr as cost to 
the state for housing criminal alien offenders in prison. Total: $350 million 28 
Parole Costs: In mid-1992 the Parole Division of CDC listed about 3,100 known alien 
felons as on parole from the state's prisons and under supervision of parole officers (not 
deported for varying reasons). Cost of a supervised parolee is normally placed at about 
$2,000 a year. Another 4,700 are on inactive parole, having been deported; record keeping 
on each and periodic checks cost about $200 per year, according to the Parole Division. 
Total: $7-8 million 
There are no accurate or known statistics, however, on how many of the 90,000 inmates on 
parole at any one time may actually be legal or illegal aliens. More than 10,000 parolees 
listing foreign birthplaces claim United States citizenship. 
California Youth Authority (CY A) Costs: CYA estimates 800 of its wards are undocumented 
youths. At an avera e cost per year of $30,000 for each of its wards, this places the 
tot 1 earl costs at 24 million. 
(Those who research the impact of immigration upon California might question such figures 
and maintain that if all alien prison inmates were removed from prisons tomorrow, this 
would not result in savings of $350 million over the following 12 months. Only marginal 
costs might be saved in the first year, with build-up over several years hypothetically. 
See footnote 28 below.) 
28. The cost of keeping an inmate in state prison for a year varies depending on the method 
used and who does the calculating. Dividing the $2.6 billion CDC budget for 1991-92 by 
the year's average of 103,000 inmates produces a figure of $25,000 per inmate. 
Eliminating the costs of central administration and parole produces an average cost of 
$20,000 to $22,000. CDC in certain situations, such as cost of housing an inmate in 
dormitory-like facilities or camps, cites a figure of $12,000 a year. Overcrowding 
reduces the cost per inmate. There is also the fact that adding one inmate to a prison 
costs almost nothing other than his food, clothing, bedding, etc., but when a sufficient 
number of inmates is added, the cost per inmate rises as additional staff, cells, etc. 
have to be taken into account. The $20,000 to $22,000 figure was used in this study. New 
York has estimated as high as $26,000. 
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Exhibit 5 









Approximately $385 million 
Not included here are the costs to the federal government (INS and the U.S. Department of 
Justice) to interview and hold proceedings for potential illegal immigrant felons, to 
house them during proceedings and to transport them to their homelands if they are found 
deportable. In 1991, more than 9,000 alien felons were deported from California, 
primarily parolees from the state's prisons. 
Section 4.5 
COSTS TO COUNTIES, MAJOR ALIEN FELONS, YEARLY APPROXIMATELY 
$112 MILLION, ONE YEAR 
An unknown number of undocumented immigrants are convicted of felonies each year in 
California and serve sentences in county jails, are placed on probation, deported to their 
homelands or are freed. Those with longer criminal records or who are convicted of more 
serious crimes, and could thus be classified as criminal aliens and who are convicted of 
what would be aggravated felonies under federal law, are sent to prison. These are 
primarily the subject of the following analysis. 
Undocumented Felons Sent to Prison In 1991 
Based on CDC figures in its annual publication, California Prisoners and Parole, 
approximately 62,000 felony offenders will enter state prisons from the 58 counties during 
a current 12-month span. These are new admissions sent to prison following court trials 
or guilty pleas, parolees sent to prison for new crimes, and civil drug addicts committed 
to prison treatment facilities by court order. If we assume that the same percentage of 
these admissions will be undocumented immigrants as the 15 percent found in the prison 
population, we conclude that 9,300 of the 62,000 are likely to be undocumented immigrants, 
and thus criminal aliens. What follows is an effort to determine the criminal justice 
costs to the 58 counties of sending these 9,300 alien felons to prison. 
Determining Per-Felon Cost 
To obtain a figure that could be used as a statewide average, statistics were utilized 
from the 1992 San Diego study by the Auditor General. As pointed out earlier, the Auditor 
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General's study compiled the total costs to process approximately 3.000 felony cases and 
13.000 misdemeanor cases involving undocumented immigrants through each the six phases 
of the criminal justice system: 
1. Arrest, investigation. booking 
Court processing of the case 
Prosecution or action bv the district attorney 
Public defender process · 




6. Incarceration; this included pre-sentence or pre-dismissal costs, and prison 
sentencing. 
Obviously not every felony case -- the subject of concentration in this study -- went 
through all six phases. Some cases may have been dropped by police or the district 
attorney the day after original arrest. Some may have gone all the way to the State 
Supreme Court. District attorney prosecution costs could vary from an average of $522 on 
minor drug cases to an average of $8,000 for cases taken to trial level. But, overall, 
researchers Parker and Rea together with help from the district attorney's staff, computed 
that the 2,968 felony offenses resulted in expenditures of $10,379,000 to that office. 
Only arrests that reached the felony-case level were included. 
For this report, these per-process totals were then divided by the 2.968 cases to arrive 
at an average cost. In the case of the prosecution phase, the average felony filing cost 
is $3,460. The same process was used in the other steps through which a felony case 
moves. The felony case procedure was broken down mto all the elements in each process. 
For instance, the district attorney's office, Rea, and Parker compiled costs for the 
arraignment, readiness conference, preliminary examination, jury trial, court trial, etc. 
and computed how many of the 2,968 cases had gone through each phase. 
From these fi~ures, and with the assistance of Dr. Parker, these per-case costs were put 
together in thts study by taking the Auditor General totals one step further to arrive at 
an average cost per case: 
Exhibit 6 
Average Justice-System Felony Cost to San Diego County 
Arrest, Investigation, Booking 
Court Processing 
Prosecution 
Defense, Public Defender, Alternate Defense 
Probation Investigation, Report 
Jail (Pre-Sentence, Post-Sentence or Pre-Dismissal) 









Of the 2,968 felony cases, 2.131 were found guilty or 72 percent: 45 were sentenced to 
jail, or jail and probation: 1.440 were placed on probation although most were deported; 
837 were found not guilty or their cases were dismissed or dropped for various reasons. 
Of the 2.131 found guilty, 646 were sentenced to state prison. The cost of time spent in 
prison is not included in the above table since these are expenditures that must be made 
by the state, not by San Diego County. The Auditor General's study included the $23 
million costs of the prison incarceration of the 646 in its overall figure of $105 million 
as costs to state and local governments of the felony cases attributed to undocumented 
immigrants during the 12-month span. 
Only costs for probation reports were included in the probation category. Most 
undocumented immigrants convicted of a felony and placed on probation are deported, rather 
than being placed under supervision of a parole officer, Dr. Parker states. 
The $12,020 cost of an average felony case was subsequently utilized in determinin~ 
statewide figures for the estimated 9,300 criminal alien felons sentenced to state pnson 
annually as will be explained in more detail subsequently in this section. Though some 
costs would vary in different counties, the average cost estimate was utilized in this 
study because it was based on the most detailed information available of felony costs. 
Arrest. Jail Costs 
A different method had to be utilized to arrive at the average arrest and average jail 
expenditure portions of the average-felony cost table. The 1992 Auditor General study 
placed the total cost to San Diego County police departments, sheriffs office and the CHP 
at $45 million. This was 15 percent of these agencies' total yearly operating budget, 
which the researchers concluded corresponded to the portion of time and effort spent by 
these agencies on arrests and other activities involving undocumented immigrants. 
Because no accurate way could be found to determine how much the average felony arrest 
cost compared to the average misdemeanor arrest, the $45 million was divided by the total 
of 16,000 felony and misdemeanor cases involving undocumented immigrants, for an average 
of $2,800 used in the Average Felony Case Cost table preceding. It can be argued that 
this figure is probably low since felony cases take more time to investigate than do 
misdemeanors. (A quick study made by the Sacramento County Sheriffs Department for this 
report indicated that Department processing of a felony case costs twice as much as for a 
misdemeanor case, as to "bare bones" direct costs). 
However, it could also be held that the $2,800 is too high because the $45 million law 
enforcement total budget figure includes more than direct arrest costs, that officers 
engage in much effort that does not go into arrests. These can include patrol, handling 
non-arrest situations such as family disturbances, traffic control, etc. It was 
concluded, however, that all police activities are basically a part of "keeping the 
peace," and, therefore, it was justifiable to determine that the entire law enforcement 
budget is thus related to the arrest process. The CHP, for instance, concluded that 35 
percent of its "time spent" involves the undocumented immigrant process, even though much 
does not result in arrests but in preventin~ arrests and in dealing with problems created 
by the illegal immigrant process in San Otego County. 
Law enforcement efforts also include thousands of arrests of undocumented immigrants on 
felony and misdemeanor charges which are dropped or which the district attorney declines 
to prosecute and therefore do not reach the felony level as the subject of this study. 
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Jail Costs Breakdown 
Incarceration costs varied significantly depending on disposition of a felony case. 
Length of time varied, although the San Diego County Probation Department estimated the 
average felon spent 60 to 90 days in jail. An average of 75 days was assumed in this 
report at a cost of $58 per day to the county for housing an inmate in the county jail 
pnor disposition of his case (figures below compiled with the assistance of Dr. Parker). 
Jail Costs Breakdown 
o 646 were sent to state prison. Their average 75 
days in jail would be subtracted from time spent in 
pnson, but the cost to the county was for 75 days at $58 
per day, average cost per inmate is $4,350. 
Total cost is: $ 2,883,000 
o 837 were released or found not guilty. Estimated 
time in jail, 3.2 days based on findings in the 1989 
SANDAG study. 3.2 days at $58 per day in jail for $185 
each. 
Total cost is: $ 158,000 
o 1,440 were found guilty. Average jail time of 75 
days, $58 per day, for $4,350 per case (pre-release). 
Total cost is: $ 6,264,000 
o 45 were sentenced to county jail. Using average 
length of jail sentence of 42 and 142 days for different 
sentences, and after factoring in reductiOns for "time 
served." 
Total cost is: $ 340,000 
Total Jail Costs to County Equals: $ 9,649,000 
Average Jail Cost Per Felon: $ 3,251 
(As Used in Average Felony Cost Table) 
In summary then, using the average local cost of $12,020 of processing the accused alien 
felon who commits a serious enough felony to be sent to state prison, multiplied by the 
9,300 sent to prison in a typical year: 
Local Criminal Justice Costs, Alien Felons, One Year 
Approximately 9,300 alien felons sent to state prison in one year, at local cost of 
$12,020 average: $112 million. 
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Exhibit 7 
:\WOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM 
IDENTIFIABLE COSTS ONE YEAR TIME PERIOD 
UNDOCUMENTED FELONS 
Based on the preceding figures and computations, several tentative conclusions could be 
arrived at: 
County Cost. Average Felony Case 
San Diego Countv, Totals 
$12,020 arrest through case disposition. 
Utilizing the $12,020 figure as cost of the average felony case in that county, applying 
that cost to the 2,968 cases filed in the 12 months against undocumented immigrants, most 
of whom could constitute criminal aliens (figures rounded off): 
City and county, alien felon costs 
criminal justice system costs: $36 million 
If the state prison costs are added in for the 646 convicted felons 
sent to state prison (total length of sentences), of $23 million: 
Total local and state government 
criminal justice system costs: $59 million 
The Auditor General's study concluded that total criminal justice costs were $105 million 
resulting from criminal activities by undocumented immigrants that resulted in felony and 
misdemeanor cases being filed. The above felony figures total, of $59 million, if 
subtracted from the $105 million, would leave roughly $44 million as cost of the 13,059 
misdemeanor cases filed against undocumented immigrants during the 12-month span. 
Costs to Counties and the State, Major Alien Felons Sent to State Prisons 
Utilizing the figure earlier of approximately 9,300 undocumented felons sent to state 
prison over a year's span from the 58 counties, and applying it to the average felony-case 
cost of $12,020 to process each case, and adding the state incarceration costs: 
TOTAL COST TO ALL COUNTIES 
STATE PRISON, CYA, PAROLE COSTS 
$112 MILLION 
$385 MILLION 
TOTAL APPROXIMATELY $500 MILLION 
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Section 4.6 Overview 
Yearly cost estimates in this section concentrate primarily upon the criminal alien: (1) 
the estimated 16,000 serving sentences in the state's prisons, and (2) those sentenced 
state prison (9,300) during a recent 12-month span, who have committed and been sentenced 
for major felonies. These felons are the basis for the estimated costs to local and state 
criminal justice systems of roughly $500,000,000 a year on the preceding page. 
Lesser Felony Cases: However, four-fifths of the alien felony defendants in San Diego 
County were not sent to state prison. They were placed on probation, deported, jailed, 
freed; but it still costs the county the $12,020 to process each felony case. Projecting 
this to the state level, if the 9,300 alien felons sent to state prison represent a fifth 
of all alien felons charged with felonies during a sample year, there may be approximately 
37,000 undocumented aliens charged with lesser felonies statewide, for total added cost to 
counties of perhaps $450 million (37,000 multiplied by $12,020 per case). 
Misdemeanors: Though most misdemeanors do not have major social impacts upon communities, 
cities, and counties must still spend funds to process them. It is generally accepted 
that the cost is much less on the average than in the case of a felony, but no dependable 
figures could be arrived at in this study, nor could be found from other studies in 
California. 
The San Diego study did conclude, however, that there were four times as many misdemeanor 
cases filed against undocumented aliens as felony cases (2,968 compared to 13,059) in San 
Diego County during the sample year, and a 4.4 to 1 ratio is standard statewide for all 
Jelony versus misdemeanor ratios, involving citizens or aliens. 
No effort was made to apply this figure statewide, as being perhaps too conjectural, but 
the total costs to county criminal justice agencies for processing aliens accused of 
misdemeanors could be formidable, particularly because they often spend many days in jail 
awaiting action on their cases because they cannot post bail. 
Total estimates of the above expenditures could easily exceed $1 billion. They would 
exceed that if federal expenditures in apprehending, processing, and trying alien 
offenders were included by INS, the Border Patrol, federal courts and the U.S. Department 
of Justice in California. 
Section 4.7 Some Costs Immeasurable 
As previously stated, no attempt is made in this report to calculate the total cost to 
crime victims nor to society from the serious criminal alien offender. No figures are 
known on the number of such offenders who are not in custody, nor total crimes committed 
by such offenders, in prison or out. 
Studies on the "cost of crime" tend to be given in categories, such as the total lost in 
car theft per year, or total from all robberies or burglaries, or in the monetary loss per 
victim, as in the Bureau of Justice Statistics Data Report, published yearly by the U.S. 
Department of Justice. A study in 1987 by the Department's National Institute of Justice 




It came up with an average cost per crime of $2,300 ($100 billion total 
cost divided by 42.2 million crimes), but its figures were by no means universally 
accepted. 
Immigrant ri~hts groups question statistics used in this section on ~rounds that (1) many 
persons classified in the criminal justice system as aliens may be citizens without 
realizing it due to com{>lexities of the law, (2) INS statistics are too often inaccurate 
or bloated in determinmg illegal status, and (3) the criminal justice system is biased--
intentionally or not -- in the arrest, conviction and incarceration of non-citizens, thus 
distorting arrest and conviction figures. 
Even the more exact studies of the criminal justice system financial impacts of alien 
crime are not without their critics. For example, researchers with the Center for United 
States-Mexico Studies at the University of California, San Diego, such as Daniel Wolfe, 
contend (1) that the Auditor General study on San Diego overestimated alien felony cases 
by one-third, (2) that this inflated estimate compounded errors throughout, and (3) that 
the three-month sample {>eriod studied was not a valid sample, amon~ other shortcomings. 
Wolfe concluded total cnminal justice costs would be closer to $66 million per year 
rather than $105 million and that actual marginal savings could be as low as $6.6 million 
if all alien felony cases were suddenly removed from the system in a sample year. Figures 
in this study, as well as those in the Los Angeles County study described earlier (See 
Section 4.2), will continue to be criticized as "too high" by immigrant rights groups and 
labeled by law enforcement groups as "too low." 
Even if the figures compiled by law enforcement agencies and by INS, on the number of 
criminal aliens or undocumented immigrants is off by 10 percent, or even by 20 percent, 
the total numbers are still formidable, as are the costs. 
There is, however, another factor that must also be considered in assessing totals of 
alien felons in state prisons, jails, or on probation: the number of non-citizens in such 
institutions who have false I. D. papers and, thus, do not show up on incarcerated alien 
felon lists. After passage of the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986, preparing 
and selling false identification documents became a "cottage industry" in Mexico and other 
nations, and while it is safe to assume that most of the buyers were non-criminal 
undocumented persons, common sense would probably indicate that criminal aliens also 
obtain them. Shops are known to sell both counterfeit Social Security and green cards on 
both sides of the California/Mexico border. 
29. Edwin W. Zedlewski, "Making Confinement Decisions," National Institute of Justice, 
Research in Brief, July 1987, pp. 1-6. 
CHAPTER 5 
POSSIBLE APPROACHES IN BRIEF: CALIFORNIA, OTHER 
The federal government has almost all the power (under the Constitution) and almost all of 
the funds that could be diverted to aid states and local governments in dealing with the 
massive and costly problems resulting from the much smaller numbers but serious 
implications of the alien criminal offender. 
In his 1993-94 budget message, Governor Wilson called for the federal government to 
provide $1.5 billion to California to meet state needs in.this area, including $250 
million for incarceration costs of aliens in state prisons30soon after the 1993 
California Legislature opened, two committees scheduled hearings to examine mounting costs 
of services to aliens, including law enforcement costs: the Senate Select Committee on 
Border Issues, chaired by Senator Craven, held on February 5, and the Select Committee on 
California-Mexico Border Affairs, chaired by Assemblyman Polanco, held on February 22. 
Two bills were introduced early in January 1993: AB 87, to study the possibility of joint 
construction of a prison in Baja California to house deported criminal offenders, and 
AB 86, making it a state offense to unlawfully enter California. 
Section 5.1 Brief Outline of Options 
There are several possible options or alternatives being discussed, available or 
implemented in whole or in part in California that could ease the problems imposed by 
serious alien-connected crime here or in other states. 
For those needing an overview of such options, this section outlines such alternatives in 
brief with a brief summary of each option's problems and possibilities, plus an 
examination of the limits to deportation of criminal offenders as a solution. 
Chapter 6 follows with a more detailed examination of each option or alternative for those 
needing more in-depth knowledge of these alternatives. The two chapters are 
cross-referenced so that those needing more detail on an option listed in this chapter can 
follow-up through the use of Chapter 6. 
30. Governor's Budget 1993-94: From Adversity to Opportunity (Sacramento: 
Governor's Office, January 1993), p. 34. 
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Options and possible approaches in brief: 
o Def.ortation after serving sentence: Deportation of alien felons after the 
completion oa sentence is already underway in California through a 1991 cooperative 
agreement between INS and CDC. INS western regional officials termed it the most 
successful of its type in the nation. INS and CDC officials check all incoming inmates 
and departing parolees as possible aliens for INS action. Many counties and cities use 
more informal versions of same process. Although there is no identifiable reduction in 
jail or prison populations, there are some costs offset by possible savin~s if the 
deportee does not return. (See Section 6.2 for a more detailed discussiOn. See also 
Appendix H.) 
o Expedited deportation hearings: Another option would be deportation hearings as 
soon after conviction as possible. This could result in major jail and prison population 
reductions, but would meet opposition from law enforcement and victims' groups since the 
offender would not be serving his sentence. (See Sections 6.3 and 6.4) 
o State payment to recipient nation: Stepped up efforts to mandatorily return 
offenders to their homelands to serve their sentences, with the state paying a subsidy to 
recipient nation to help pay cost of offenders' incarceration in his home country, would 
save money if incarceration costs in receiving nations were lower than in California. 
There are constitutional and funding problems. A similar proposal was made in early 1992 
by California Lieutenant Governor Leo McCarthy except that his plan did not include the 
subsidy element. (Appendix I) 
A similar approach is the 1993 proposal by Assemblyman Conroy (AB 87) referenced above, 
for the state to examine the possibility of building a prison in BaJa California with 
Mexico to house Mexican aliens convicted of felonies in California. (See Section 6.5) 
o Stepped-up local government/INS cooperation: This would require cities, counties 
and local courts to work more closely with INS in apprehension, detention and/or 
identification of criminal offenders for deportation hearings. There is no such 
requirement in state law now. This would be strongly opposed by rights groups, and by 
some local governments though most cooperate now in varying degrees. (See Section 6.8) 
o Increased penalty on illegal re-entry: To enhance sentences for deported 
offenders who re-enter California, particularly if they commit a new crime. This is 
already being implemented on a limited scale at the federal level. An alien felon who 
re-enters California now can have his parole revoked, but only 243 were revoked by the 
Board of Prison Terms in 1991. (See Section 6.9) 
o Providing more offender names to INS for checking: Several bills have proposed 
greatly expanding the lists of names and information provided by CDC, the courts, and law 
enforcement to INS for verification of possible undocumented alien status. Two were 
vetoed by Governors Deukmejian and Wilson as unworkable, but this led to setting up the 
present identifying system described in Section 6.2. Two 1992 bills took a limited 
approach in this area (AB 3364 and AB 2519). (See Appendix L for details of bills and 
Section 6.6), OCJP will soon require such reporting by jails. 
o Transferring certain arrestees to federal jurisdiction: Adopting as state 
criminal justice policy the transferring to federal jurisdiction of any suspected alien 
who is arrested for a federal law violation. Illegally re-entering offenders caught 
committing new crimes would be considered violators of federal law. Several bills have 
proposed this but it would require federal approval to implement. 
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o Leave responsibility to federal government: The option most often proposed by 
immigrant rights groups calls for the state and local governments to cease cooperation 
with INS and the federal government in apprehension of aliens on grounds that it is a 
federal responsibility. Some cooperation would remain in apprehending criminal offenders 
but not because of suspected illegal alien status. (See Section 6.8) 
o New push for federal assistance: The Wilson Administration is working 
several other states to seek federal monetary help or assistance in housing suspected 
non-citizen offenders. The states most impacted by alien crime have a majority of votes 
the House of Representatives. This is the most significant step that could be taken, 
but past attempts have not been successful. Governor Wilson is seeking $250 million to 
pay state incarceration costs of convicted alien felons. (See Section 6.1) 
o Lease unused portions of state prisons to INS: Because of budget problems, a 
newly completed state prison at Delano with at least 2,500 cells will sit unused during 
the 1992-93 fiscal year, perhaps longer. The same is true of a new 2,400 bed prison in 
Riverside County. Several California counties are already leasing out unused facilities 
in new jails to INS; such a possibility might he worth exploring on the state level; 
numbers of criminal aliens in the state's prisons could perhaps be moved there, thus 
releasing prison cells for other inmates in a system more than 170 percent of capacity. 
o Interior repatriation: Returning criminal offenders to the interior of their 
homelands rather than leaving them at the border, as is done in the case of undocumented 
offenders from Mexico now. This would make it more difficult for the offender to return 
to the United States. (See Chapter 3, Section 3.5) 
o Tightening. standardizing alien identity determinants: Voluntary or state law 
requiring use of statewide identity benchmarks for police and other government agencies to 
use in listing an individual as an undocumented immigrant. Could reduce wrong 
identifications, ~ossibly inaccurate statistics. Currently each agency uses its own 
determinants. (See Section 6.11) 
o Utilizing the "double hit": With federal agreement, turning over the alien felon 
who has completed his prison sentence to the federal government for added sentence if he 
was a deported alien felon who re-entered the United States illegally. Now being utilized 
in California. (See Section 6.9) 
Section 5.2 Deportation Tempting But No Panacea 
Money saving possibilities seem obvious in any agreement under which a criminal alien 
offender's term is eliminated or cut through deportation or release, or transfer to jail 
or prison in his home country or to a federal institution. All prison inmates, regardless 
of citizenship states, receive the same food, housing, medical care, training, etc. 
citizen inmates. This costs the state $12,000 to $22,000 a year, depending upon the 
calculation method used. 3:1 
31. The cost of keeping an inmate in state prison for a year varies depending on the method 
used and who does the calculating. Dividing the $2.6 billion CorrectiOns budget for 
1991-92 by 103,000 inmates produces a figure of $25,000 per inmate. Eliminating the costs 
of central administration and parole produces an average cost of $20,000 to $22,000. 
Corrections in certain situations, such as the cost of housing an inmate in dormitory-like 
facilities or camps, cites a figure of $12,000 a year. Overcrowding reduces the cost per 
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If all the estimated 16,000 criminal alien offenders in California prisons could be 
removed to foreign or federal custody, state savings could perhaps reach $300 million a 
year. If half or even one-fourth could be removed, savings might reach $75 to $100 to 
$150 million per year, plus savings in future prison construction if the transfers 
continued. Counties would likewise benefit if similar arrangements could be implemented. 
However, deportation is no panacea. Some considerations: 
• If only 2 percent of the undocumented immigrants who enter the United States each 
year commit serious felonies, the total could reach to 40,000. Compare this number to the 
13,000 criminal aliens deported in 1991 --an imbalance likely to continue. 
Exhibit 8 
Deponability of Aliens Accused of Crimes 
DEPORTABILITY OF ALIEN POPULATION 
TOTAL OF 3,327 ALIENS INTERVIEWED 
DEPORTABLE 
ALIENS 




1,394 (42% of 
total interviewed) 
Not All Deportable -- As this pie ~hart illus~rates, de~o~ation is not . . 
applicable to all.undo~mented ahens C?nvtcted of cnmmal a~ts. IIDJ?lgrat~on 
law includes vanous wruvers of deportation or delays for conVIcted ahens wtth 
lengthy periods of residence in the United States, conviction of minor crimes, 
family ttes in the United States or refugee status. Many are not deported from 
jails or prisons because INS does not have the staff to process all cases. Chart 
from Los Angeles County 1990 study, Criminal Aliens in the Los Angeles County 
Jail Population. 
(Footnote 31 continued from previous page) 
inmate. There is also the fact that addmg one inmate to a prison costs almost nothing 
other than his food, clothing, bedding, etc., but when a sufficient number of inmates is 
added, the cost per inmate rises as additional staff, cells, etc. have to be taken into 
account. The $20,000 to $22,000 figure was used in this study. New York has estimated as 
high as $26,000. 
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• There is little evidence most nations be willing to accept thousands 
of their now imprisoned in United States and their approval is required 
under present treaties. 
• Illegal entry and re-entry rates hy such offenders may well dwarf the 
formally deported from California each year by INS (about 9,500 in 1991). There are 
disincentives on the federal or California level to deter the alien from re-entering. 
California, few are re-sentenced or have their parole revoked, largely due to prison 
overcrowding. (See Appendix G) 
e Not all foreign born inmates are undocumented aliens and not all who are 
undocumented, are deportable. CDC figures indicated about 16,000 of the 21,170 
born are potentially deportable alien felons. A 1990 Los Angeles County jail study 
indicated 58 percent of its foreign born aliens were deportable. Estimates vary as to the 
percentage of undocumented felons who are illegals among the 16,000 foreign born in 
federal prisons. 
e Numerous categories of documented and undocumented entrants, whether convicted 
crimes or not, cannot be deported. These include persons in the United States under 
asylum or as refugees whose lives might be in danger if returned to their home countries 
due to civil war, repressive governments, etc. This includes many of the Mariel Cubans, 
many with criminal backgrounds, who were allowed into the United States during the Carter 
Presidency; some Vietnamese, Cambodian and Hmong immigrants. Moreover, the United States 
has no exchange treaties with some nations such as Cuba, Iran, Iraq or Hungary. Strength 
of family and community ties of the offender, years in the United States, and seriousness 
of the criminal record are also factors which can result in INS determining not to 
initiate deportation hearings. 
Only the federal government has the funding and the constitutional authority to make major 
changes in the area of immigration and deportation. It controls the inflow and outgo. 
State options listed here, either in conjunction with federal agencies or in combination 
with other states, could aid states in grappling with the problem of the criminal alien, 
but cannot solve it. 
CHAPTER 6 
DETAILED DISCUSSION OF POSSIBLE STATE OPTIONS 
This section examines in more detail the pros and cons of several options, outlined in 
Chapter 5, which states could utilize, individually, together or in concert with the 
federal government, in attacking the problems posed by the criminal alien. 
Section 6.1 Federal Help: Persuasion or Legislation? 
States would seem to have two primary options in obtaining any significant federal 
assistance with the social and economic problems posed by criminal alien crimes: (1) 
persuading the Clinton Administration to authorize funding to assist states, or taking 
custody of such offenders, or (2) attempting to force action through federal legislation. 
Obtaining federal funding may be the more likely option. James Gomez, Director of the 
California Department of Corrections, testified at an October 1991 hearing by the 
Legislature's Joint Committee on Prison Construction and Operations that "We should 
probably try to get the federal government to reimburse us. Neither the feds nor Mexico 
seem likely to take illegal offenders off our hands." This is the approach being pursued 
by Governor Wilson in seeking $250 million from the federal government to help pay 
incarceration costs, as discussed earlier. 32. 
Congress placed $309 million in SLIAG funds for states in the 1993 budget to assist 
hundreds of thousands of specified immigrants to gain permanent residence status under 
IRCA, but these funds cannot be expended on programs associated with the criminal alien 
offender. A coalition of the 17 or more affected states could possibly muster a majority 
in the House of Representatives to steer some federal moneys in that direction. States 
known to be concerned include: 
32. Governor's Budget 1993-94: From Adversity to Opportunity (Sacramento: 





































Total -- 238 Votes of 435 in the House of Representatives 
(218 Majority Required on Most Bills) 
Passage by the Senate could prove difficult since the above states would have 34 of the 
100 votes in that body. The position of the Clinton Administration would obviously be a 
major factor in determining success of any legislative effort or shift in federal policy. 
Ten states, each with 5 percent or more foreign born inmates in their prisons, mi~ht lead 
such an effort. There is a complete list in Chapter 3, Exhibit 2, of states and foreign 
born prison populations of each. 
As mentioned previously, two California legislative committees scheduled hearin~s early in 
the 1993 session to examine the funding problems, including incarceration and cnminal 
justice costs: the Senate Select Committee on Border Issues and the A"sembly Select 
Committee on California-Mexico Affairs. The issue is likely to see major attention in 
1993. 
Section 6.2 Deportation Upon Completion of Sentence 
Under a plan mandated in late 1991 by former Governor Deukmejian, in Executive Order 9-91 
(See Appendix H), the CDC and INS operate what Richard Rogers, former INS Western Regional 
Admimstrator, termed the best in the nation for identifying forei~n born prison inmates 
as potential aliens for possible deportation by INS upon completiOn of sentence. 
The Process: CDC counselors and records personnel examine the records and interview all 
incomin~ inmates including newly sentenced offenders, and parolees returning to prison for 
parole violations or conviction of new crime and civil addicts. The records examined 
mclude parole, probation and court documents and holds, warrants, and detainers from 
other jurisdictions including INS. From this data, CDC attempts to determine which may be 
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possible or definite aliens; this data is available to INS for possible interview at 
the reception centers or at the facility to which the 
are provided monthly to and to INS of 
emphasizing which will be coming up for completion 
Next, a decision is made regarding which aliens to transfer to a 200-bed facility at 
Donovan State Prison, near San Diego, possible in-prison deportation hearings. Others 
may be taken into custody by INS upon release for subsequent hearings. If a potential 
deportable is not picked up by INS, he is released on regular (about 3,100 are on 
such parole currently). 
ApP.roximately 400 potentially deportable inmates were processed through the 
facility each month m 1992, or about 5,000 a year. William Oldencranz, Western Regional 
Legal Counsel, stated that about 100 of the 400 will be deported from Donovan; most of the 
other 300 will be taken into custody by INS and most deported. Some are released when 
found not to be aliens or not deportable under federal law. Those deported do not receive 
the $200 normally given to parolees, though they remain on inactive parole status in case 
they return to the United States and come into contact with parole or law enforcement. 
(Parole Division figures in 1989-90 showed 28 percent were known to have re-entered 
illegally. See Appendix G). A 200-bed detention facility was also opened in the fall of 
1992 at the Calipatria State Prison in Imperial County near the border to supplement the 
processing at Donovan. 
Re-entry penalties: Deported aliens who re-enter illegally (a violation of Title 8, USC 
128) can be subject to federal imprisonment for 2 to 15 years if they commit new 
aggravated felonies. They are also in violation of California parole conditions. 
However, sanctions are normally not initiated unless the offender has a long record of 
serious crimes and/ or repeated illegal re-entries. 
Determining alien status: Thomas Goughnour, Program Administrator for CDC's 
Classification Unit, states that counselors and records personnel are given no 
hard-and-fast rules or guidelines in determining who should be put on the lists of 
possible illegals for INS scrutiny. They receive no training in immigration law. "We 
tend to be conservative. If a person may be an illegal, we add him to the list," he 
exJ?lains. Counselors have the right to question an inmate on his birthplace and 
citizenship, though admission of non-citizenship can result in his deportation. Those who 
refuse birth data are automatically added to potential alien lists. 
Inmates are not accorded legal advice at the interview sessions nor do rights groups take 
any part in the process. Immigrant rights attorneys often cite lack of training in 
immigration law for law enforcement or prison personnel as a major fault in misidentifying 
persons as possible illegals, which can distort figures. 
Costs and benefits of the program: Costs of the program to the state are minimal. The 
identification process costs may reach as high as $1.1 million according to CDC. INS 
reimburses the state for staff costs at Donovan and Calipatria. Inmates in the 200-bed 
facilities add no costs since they are completing prison sentences while there. 
Benefits to the state are harder to determine. The system results in no reduction in 
prison population or operating costs since any deportations occur after end of sentence. 
The only savings would occur if the deported offender did not re-enter, as this would 
reduce parole costs and perhaps his cnme impact upon the community. The same 
cost-benefit factors would apply to cities and counties who notify INS of possible illegal 
offenders upon completion of the offender's sentence. 
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Estimates vary on the rate of repeat illegal re-entry. One General Account~ Office 
report from FBI files in 1987, Criminal Aliens: INS Enforcement Activities found 56 of 
145 serious offenders had re-entered one to ten times each. CDC figures for 1989-90 found 
28 percent of parolees were known to have re-entered. some of whom voluntarily contact 
parole agents. (Appendix G) Findings among all undocumented immigrants, not just 
criminal offenders, ranged from 21 percent repeaters in a three-month Border Patrol study 
in 1989 to .3_9~ercent in a study in 1987-89 by Jorge Bustamente, noted Mexican social 
researcher. Computation is complicated by the fact that both criminal and non-criminal 
immigrants often return to the United States to visit family and associates. 
As of January 7, 1993, CDC listed 21,170 inmates with foreign birthplaces, with 16,061 of 
these being definite on possibly deportable aliens. The remaining 5,000 can include 
foreign born inmates who are United States citizens (such as those born in foreign lands 
to United States citizens), foreign born who are not deportable under United States law, 
such as certain refugees granted asylum, inmates who have long sentences and whose alien 
status has not yet been examined by INS, or who are criminal aliens but whose homelands 
do not have deportation treaties with the United States. 
Civil rights and immigrant attorneys strongly question such figures on grounds that ( 1) 
INS and CDC conclusions do not establish illegal status, (2) an undetermined number of 
inmates may list themselves as non-citizens when they may be citizens under immigration 
law (such as having a grandparent who was born in·the United States), and (3) that prison 
counselors use no fixed standards and have no immigration law training in determining 
status. However, even with an error ratio, the figures would still be substantial. 
The figures above, it should be pointed out, are representative of a particular point in 
time. Several thousand of the 16,000 possible aliens will be paroled from the prison 
system during the 12 months, and several thousand more will enter. Thus, the basic group 
or pool from which alien status is surmised could exceed 25,000 or more during a year's 
time. 
The number of foreign born inmates and parolees who list themselves as United States 
citizens must also be taken into account, since some may have false papers or 
identification. The Parole Division, for example has 10,000 foreign born who list 
themselves as United States citizens, 7,000 from Mexico and 3,000 from other nations. 
This is out of a total of more than 90,000 inmates on parole. 
It could be argued with some logic that the percentage of parolees who are undocumented 
aliens should be roughly the same as that of the inmate population, or as high as 15 
percent since parolees represent a cross-section of the prison population. However, the 
33. Criminal Aliens: INS Enforcement Activities: Report to the Chairman (Washington, D.C.: 
U.S. House of Representatives Committee on the Judiciary Subcommittee on Immigration, 
Refugees and International Law, November 1987, 53 pages), p. 18 ff. See also: 
Criminal Aliens: Prison Deportation Hearin&s Include Opportunities to Contest Deportation 
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. General Accounting Office, May 1990, 17 pages). 
34. Report by the Auditor General of California: A Fiscal Impact of Undocumented Immigrants 
Residin& in San Die&o County (Sacramento: Auditor General, August 1992, 129 pages), 
pp. 9-14. 
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of oarolees who are undocumented --
s'omewhat several 
be illegal immigrants are and deported to 
not become active parolees living United 
possibility that as many as 8,000 to 10,000 parolees 
offenders. 
Section 6.3 Deportati~n Hearings Earlier in Sentence 
Deportation after the completion of a sentence, as described above, is one of 
to 
possible options related to timing of deportation hearings. A second option that might 
expedite the hearing process would be to begin the deportation process earlier than during 
the final 30 to 45 days of the inmate's sentence. (Some procedures are now being 
initiated six months before sentence completion in certain cases.) 
The goal of an earlier process would be to help ensure that any complications could be 
resolved, such as cases in which the offender's attorney contested deportation, which can 
take months or years. Alan Nelson, former INS Commissioner, suggests a pilot study to 
determine whether earlier proceedings would improve the process. 
However, Michael Flynn, Investigations Chief for INS' western region, maintains that 95 
percent of criminal felons agree to voluntary formal deportation and that extended time is 
not needed. Holding earlier hearings around the state would cause transportation and 
staffing problems for both CDC and INS compared to the present concentration of the 
hearings at Donovan and Calipatria State Prisons in Southern California. 
Indications are, however, from CDC, CY A and from some counties that INS is often unable 
currently to take action on many soon-to-be-released alien offenders because of staff 
shortages, and, as a result, they are released back into their communities. Earlier 
hearings might help if other problems could be overcome. 
William Tamayo, of the Asian Law Caucus in San Francisco, also points to objections to 
earlier hearings: ( 1) they might interfere with the final determination of an inmate's 
appeal of his conviction, and (2) would make it more difficult for the inmate to retain 
adequate legal counsel within the time allowed and to know his rights. Because of such 
issues, immigrant rights groups would probably oppose such an approach, he indicates. 
Section 6.4 Expedited Deportation Upon Conviction 
A third timing option, deportation hearings of the criminal offender soon after conviction 
could offer great savin~s m jail and prison costs; however, it is an option with many 
problems, particularly tf the offender did not end up serving a sentence. 
Most convicted alien felons in California who serve fixed sentences-in prison can be 
transferred to a homeland or to a federal institution only with his written agreement and 
the agreement of the federal government and the other nation. Under California law, the 
state must also pay costs of transfer to a federal institution. AB 3364 (Umberg) which 
would have eliminated transfer payments by California for illegal felons, was vetoed in 
1992 by Governor Wilson. Comparison of these two approaches and problems with each: 
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• Transfer to federal institutions 
Cary Rudman, Researcher for the Assembly Office of Research, in the Assembly Office of 
Research's Strategies to Reduce Cost of Incarcerating Prisoners. a September 1991 
publication, pointed out that federal immigration acts of 1986 and 1988 both require 
expedited hearings and that: 
"Removing criminal aliens from state and local custody to federal custody 
prior to termination of state or local sentences, could save substantial 
state and local correctional resources." 
The federal government has shown little inclination to accept such offenders in 
significant numbers; its prisons are full. This reluctance was impetus for the State of 
New York filing legal action in April1992 to force transfer. The Wilson Administration 
is also pursuing such an approach. Involuntarily transferring an alien offender to a 
feder~l ~nstitution would require a change in California law which now requires his 
permtsswn. 
• Returning the alien to his home country after conviction 
This alternative would also require revisions in United States treaties with foreign 
nations and California's agreement with Mexico under which the offender must agree, if 
large numbers were to be transferred. Many foreign nations would probably be unwilling to 
take large numbers of such offenders. If offenders were deported before serving their 
sentences, there would undoubtedly be strong opposition from victims rights groups, law 
enforcement, and the Legislature since the offenders would be escaping punishment that 
would be imposed upon a United States citizen convicted of the same cnme. Conditions in 
foreign prisons would also be an issue. 
Civil rights groups would probably oppose any form of quick deportation after sentencing 
on grounds that it would deny the inmate the opportunity to appeal the decision on his 
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prison inmates to homelands to serve sentences. 
Would these nations accept them charge? 
A of the above would return of significant 
criminal felons to their homelands to serve sentences, paying a 
receiving nations to encourage them to take part and to for costs of the 
incarceration. Since incarceration costs in many nations are less than in California 
where it averages $20,000 to $22,000 per year, the state perhaps reduce operating 
costs and cut jail and prison construction costs if such a plan were implemented. 
California now has a voluntary transfer agreement with Mexico, but few inmates ask 
such transfer (150 since 1983) and no funding is involved. Few requests are approved. 
The California Correctional Peace Officers Association (CCPOA), which represents the 
state's prison officers, reports some interest among Mexican officials with whom such an 
option was discussed in 1991. Don Novey, CCPOA President, suggests that a verification 
process and follow-up would be necessary to ensure that the offender served his sentence 
m comparable conditions under the funding provided. Unwilling transferees might have 
constitutional rights that could thwart such transfers. And, such a plan would require a 
revision to Penal Code Section 2911 and Government Code Section 12012.1 which require 
offender approval. 
Even a substantial per-inmate subsidy might encounter opposition in foreign nations as a 
violation of sovereignty if verification and follow~ up were required. Jail and prison 
space is often not available. Immigration attorneys would oppose such transfers until all 
of an offender's appeal rights had been exhausted and unless prison conditions were 
comparable -- not an easy condition to meet in many nations. 
However, this might well be the only option which would permit the state to return to 
their homelands large numbers of non-citizen offenders. Wayne Smith, Special Assistant to 
the Chief Deputy Attorney General in California, believes constitutional and state-federal 
questions would need to be researched, including the legality of subsidies to foreign 
governments. 
Assemblyman Mickey Conroy has introduced AB 87 in the 1993 session of the California 
Legislature, which would require Corrections to institute a study with Mexico to look into 
feasibility of the state building a prison in Baja California for alien offenders 
convicted in California. This might make this option more feasible, but many problems 
would have to be overcome: cost, sovereignty, and staffing. 
Current transfer apparatus: Voluntary requests from inmates for transfers to horne 
countries can be approved by the Board of Prison Terms, though U.S. Department Justice 
concurrence is also required. The Board has approved only 18 of 150 requests since the 
program began in 1983; the reasons for high rate of denial include lack of comparability 
between prisons in California and the recipient nation (too lax or too harsh), failure of 
the request to meet other federal and state requirements, or that the offense in 
California, particularly in the case of drug crimes, was not a comparable crime in the 
inmate's homeland. (See Appendix F) 
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CDC officials surmise that manv inmates do not want to serve out sentences in their 
homelands because prison conditions are better here. The Department is initiating efforts 
to notify all foreign born offenders that they have the right to apply, and AB 3364, 
approved by the California Legislature in 1992, would have required such notification. It 
was vetoed, however. 
A border repatriation system is now being utilized by Los Angeles, Orange and San Diego 
Counties in cooperation with the Mexican Government under which illegal juvenile border 
crossers are returned to their parents and Mexican juvenile authorities. The three 
counties pay costs of the supervision and rehabilitation. 
Section 6.6 Expanded Lists of Felons to INS for Checkin& 
An approach gaining attention on federal and state levels would require that greatly 
expanded lists of names of criminal offenders be sent to INS of checking for citizenship 
status. Several bills in the 1990, 1991, and 1992 California legislative sessions have 
included such proposals, thus far unsuccessfully. Major approaches: 
Arrestees: Requiring names of all felony arrestees be sent to INS. This provision was 
removed from SB 1745 (Seymour) in the 1990 Legislature when opposed by law enforcement, 
judicial, and civil rights groups because it was considered too costly and burdensome. 
Convicted felons: Requiring CDC, and authorizin~ or requiring courts, to send INS names 
of all convicted felons, or those convicted of specified drug or v10lent offenses. Bills 
with such provisions were vetoed by Governors Deukmejian and Wilson as burdensome and not 
cost effective. AB 3364 (Umberg) and AB 2519 (Nolan) of the 1992 session required CDC to 
devise a system by July 1993 for reporting suspected deportable aliens to INS--
essentially what the Department is doing now under the Deukmejian-ordered cooperative plan 
with INS. AB 2519 was signed. It also authorizes but does not require the courts to send 
names to INS of persons convicted of certain drug or sex crimes. CDC sends about 5,000 
such names to INS yearly now. 
Three other statutory developments utilizing this approach: 
o California Health and Safety Code Section 11369: Requires a local law 
enforcement agency to provide INS with names of persons arrested on a wide range of drug 
offenses, if the person is suspected of being an undocumented alien. This requirement is 
~enerally implemented in Southern California counties such as Orange where INS goes over 
Jail rosters daily; it is probably less enforced in Northern and in smaller counties. 
Enacted in 1972, broadened in 1991. (See Appendix D for wording) 
o Federal Anti Drug Abuse Act of 1988: Required local law enforcement officials to 
notify INS if they arrest anyone on drug charges suspected of being a criminal alien. 
o Federal Immi~ration Act of 1990: Section 507 requires states to send INS within 
30 days of conviction the certified court records of all aliens convicted of violating the 
state's laws, a potentially massive undertaking. Loss of federal funding under the 
Omnibus Safe Streets Act threatens states who do not comply, but 1991 amendments extended 
time for states to draft their plans showing compliance. No legislation on this subject 
was proposed in the 1992 California Legislature. (See Appendix D) 
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However, an effort is underway in California to begin implementing such provisions. In 
January 1993, the Office of Criminal Justice Planning notified city and county jails that 
they must provide INS data on all arrested persons who may be illegal immigrants, or face 
the loss of federal funds. The value of any massive increase in reporting was questioned 
in mid-1992 by Richard Rogers, at that time Western Regional Administrator for INS. With 
a much wider name-forwarding system, "we would be overwhelmed with lists," he commented. 
Also in 1992, Harry Bash, head of Orange County Adult Supervision, commented is 
hard working, but seems overwhelmed. They ask that we send them names of only worst 
offenders." (One sampling by that county's Probation Department in 1992 indicated as 
as 17 percent of its offenders on probation may be non-citizens.) 
Civil rights groups tend to oppose the greatly expanded furnishing of names to the 
immigration services. Francisco Lobaco, ACLU Legislative Representative in Sacramento, 
contended in 1990 legislative testimony that 30 percent of the names in INS files already 
are inaccurate and that greatly broadening its files will result in great numbers of 
incorrect names ending up listed as undocumented immigrants. 
William Tamavo, of Asian Law Caucus in the San Francisco Bav Area, contends that while 
forwarding of all names is non-discriminatory, " .. .in a practical sense, it would be 
impossible." Mexican American Legal Defense and Education Fund maintains that legal 
actions would undoubtedly result from massive name input when errors occur. 
Corrections and CY A now notify INS of names and data on possible alien inmates and wards. 
Cities' and counties' practices vary greatly from noncooperation to full cooperation. 
There is no state statute other than the Health and Safety Code section described above 
and AB 2519 of the 1992 session. 
Section 6.7 Prisoner Exchan~:es 
In the mid-1970s, California and Mexico engaged in prisoner exchanges involving at least 
dozens of inmates, with some assistance from INS. Ray Brown, then Chairman of the 
California Adult Authority, recalls, "It was a good idea. Any way we can reduce the 
numbers." Some monitoring was done by officials on both sides of the border and 
apparently included both inmates and parolees. The number of Americans in Mexican prisons 
is miniscule compared to those in California jails and prisons; thu~_sexchanges might have 
to be arranged on some basis other than one-for-one, Brown said. 
Section 6.8 Reguirin~: City and County Cooperation with INS 
California has no broad-based statutes requiring local government to assist INS other than 
Health and Safety Code Section 11369 requiring reporting of drug arrests of suspected 
non-citizens to the immigration service. 
Local governments in California take varying positions on the degree of such cooperation 
they provide. Most cooperate but the range of assistance can vary from full cooperation 
to providing little or no help, to passage of ordinances mandating non-cooperation in 
broad areas, as is the case with San Francisco, Richmond and Oakland. 
35. Ray Brown, Director of Correctional Programming, Institute of Administrative 
Justice, McGeorge School of Law, Sacramento; former Director of the California 
Adult Authority. 
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Level of assistance can vary among judges or police officers in the same city or county. 
Many judges refuse to become involved in an offender's citizenship status on grounds that 
it can interfere with fairness of sentence. Cities and counties vary in willingness or in 
their capacities to hold INS detainees in local jails. Four counties contract to hold 
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State Board of Corrections figures also show twelve other counties make space available as 
needed and as available. Alameda and San Diego Counties are working out contracts with 
INS to accept potential illegals because the counties need the funds and have new jail 
facilities -- lar~ely built with state bond funds, but which they cannot afford to staff 
fully. Remaimng counties do not hold potential illegals because of lack of space, 
according to J.W. Pederson, Deputy Director of the Board. 
Exhibit 11 
Distribution of Felony Crimes Charged to Undocumented Aliens, Year 1992 by 
Projection for San Diego County, Auditor General's Report 
Felony Crime it .% 
Homicide 27 0.9 
Forcible Rape 18 0.6 
Robbery 154 5.2 
Assault 101 3.4 
Burglary 641 21.6 
Theft 772 26.0 
Drug Offense 777 26.2 
Other 478 16.1 
Total 2,968 100.0 
Felony Crime Distribution: These figures show the number and percentages of 
different categories of felony crimes for which undocumented immigrants were 
charged in San Diego County during 1992. From the Auditor General's Report, 
Fiscal Im~act Analysis of Undocumented Immi~rants Residin~ in San Die~o 
County. igures from San Diego County Office of the District Attorney. 
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Overview: Situations and Cooperation in Sampling of Counties 
Los Angeles County: INS officials assistance at County s as good, 
investigators being permitted to examine arrest records and interview possible 
undocumented offenders. INS representatives have a desk at the main jail and are 
of the Los Angeles Countywide Criminal Justice Committee. Cooperation is 
somewhat less with Los Angeles City officials, but generally satisfactory, INS officials 
say. 
A coun~ task force report in 1990, Criminal Aliens in the Los Angeles County Jail 
PopulatiOn , done partly at the request of INS, concluded that 19 percent of the total 
jail population in a sample month were foreign born, and that 11 percent of the total jail 
population were considered by INS as deportable. It estimated that 22,000 non-citizen 
aliens pass through its jails over a year's time. It is one of three Los Angeles county 
studies completed in 1990-1992. Chief Probation Officer Barry Nidorf estimated 10 to 15 
percent of the County's "high risk" probationers are undocumented aliens and that the 
percentage of juvenile aliens under probation supervision is "in the high teens." 
The April 1992 Los Angeles riots stirred strong controversy over arrests and deportations. 
INS stated that the County Sheriffs Office and other law enforcement agencies turned over 
1,228 persons for checking of citizenship status and that 1,093 were deported. ACLU 
placed the figure at closer to 1,600 and claimed law enforcement agencies used the riots 
as basis for widespread deportations and violation of the Los Angeles Police Deparu~;nt's 
Special Order 40 which prohibits questionin~ solely on the basis of citizenship status. 
On September 10, 1992, INS gained permissiOn to begin holding deportation hearings in the 
county jail. One major Los Angeles County study released in late 1992 concluded the 
County's criminal justice agencies spent $351 million in 1991 (23 percent of these 38 agencies' total budgets) on services to or offenses resulting from immigrant populations. 
Orange Countv: Cities and the County normally work with INS; this can vary among cities 
and the County's Superior Court judges. In a study conducted with INS help, Superior 
Court Judge David Carter calculated that in 1989, 42.7 percent of those convicted of 
felony violations and 32.4 ,eercent convicted of felony probation violations were criminal 
aliens by INS definition. (See Appendix A) Judge Carter testified before the 
36. Criminal Aliens in the Los Angeles County Jail Population (Los Angeles: Los Angeles 
Countywide Criminal Justice Coordination Committee, November 1990, 22 pages plus tables), 
pp. iii ff. 
Impact of Repeat Arrests of Deportable Criminal Aliens in Los Angeles County 
(follow-up to above study) (Los Angeles: Los Angeles Countywide Criminal Justice 
Coordination Committee, July 1992, 19 pages). 
37. Civil Liberties in Crisis: Los Angeles During the Emergency (Los Angeles: 
American Civil Liberties Union of Southern California, June 1992, 59 pages plus 
appendices and charts), p. 1 ff. 
38. Impact of Undocumented Persons and Other Immigrants on Costs. Revenues and Services in 
Los Angeles County (Los Angeles: Los Angeles County, November 1992, 118 pages plus 
attachments), Chapter 2, Tables 5 and 6, pp. 35-36. 
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Subcommittee on Immigration of the U.S. Senate Judiciary Committee in 1989. His findings 
and recommendations were primarily that early detection and deportation be made in the 
local courts rather than after completion of sentence. ~has also been the prime mover 
of several bills introduced in the California Legislature . .) An early 1992 sampling by the 
County's probation department estimated 940 of 5,500 probationers were probably 
undocumented, or 17 percent. INS officials visit Orange County jails daily. Jail 
officials estimate 10,000 of the 95,000 passing through its jails yearly could be illegal 
immigrants. 
San Diego County: As the county most impacted by the influx of undocumented persons (and 
the most studied), the County and its cities generally work with the immigration service 
and Border Patrol and with Mexican officials. Police questioning of arrestees to 
determine citizenship has been a sensitive issue opposed by civil rights groups. San 
Diego Association of Governments (SANDAG) issued a 195-ij~e computerized study in 1989, 
Impact of Illegal Immigration on the Criminal Justice System. It concluded that 14 
percent of the felony arrests were of legal and illegal aliens (2 percent legal, 12 
percent illegal persons). Of the 2,200 juvenile offenders under supervision in the 
County, 17 percent are estimated to be from Mexico. The much broader Auditor General 
study descnbed in Chapter 4 concluded total yearly criminal justice costs to Wf county, 
in prosecuting both major and minor non-citizens offenders, at $105 million. 
Among the many studies of massive unlawful immigration into the County, both by government 
and academic researchers on both sides of the boarder, a 1988 monograph, Undocumented 
Aliens and Crime: The Case of San Diego County, concluded that the great numbers of 
undocumented and the heightened awareness of the pr41'lem may be partly responsible for any 
disproportionate share of arrests being made of aliens. California's Fourth District 
Court of Appeals in 1990 upheld the San Diego Police Department's right to use the ARJIS 
form, used for assessing whether an arrestee is an undocumented immigrant. 
(See Appendix J) 
Legitimate efforts to control the influx from nations south of the border have often been 
hampered in San Diego County by acts of vigilante groups with names such as "Warboys" and 
"Light Up the Border" in which hundreds of citizens turn car lights at night onto streams 
of persons fleeing northward. Some beatings and killings have resulted, and several 
prosecutions have been undertaken in recent years by local officials. See also Section 2.3. 
39. Statement of David 0. Carter, Superior Court of the State of California, Orange County, 
November 1, 1989, before the Committee of the Judiciary, Subcommittee on Immigration, 
Refugees and International Law, House of Representatives, Washington, D.C. 
40. Impact of Illegal Immigration on the Criminal Justice System. Final Report (San Diego 
Association of Governments, July 1989, 195 pages), p. 69. 
41. Report by the Auditor General of California: A Fiscal Impact of Undocumented Immigrants 
Residing in San Diego County (Sacramento: Auditor General, August 1992, 129 pages), 
p. 54 ff. 
42. Undocumented Aliens and Crime: The Case of San Diego County (San Diego: Daniel Wolf, 
Mono~raph Series 29, Center for United States-Mexican Studies, University of California, 
San Dtego, 1988), p. 41 ff. He also points out that many crimes are committed by "rob and 




50 of 12,000 on probation 
supervision were believed to be 
Sacramento County: In an October 1992 spot check, 
inmates were believed to be undocumented immigrants. 
reported 
San Francisco: Its 1989 City of Refuge ordinance prohibits use and county 
resources to assist in enforcement of immigration law. Frank Jordan, Police Chief at 
since no 
time and currently Mayor, in a follow-up General Order, prohibited any police activity "on 
the basis of an individual's immigration status." It granted exceptions if there was 
"probable cause" to believe a suspected alien was committing a felony or was involved 
drug offenses under State Health and Safety Code Section 11369, which require notification 
to INS. The order generally banned INS from city and countv jail facilities and arrest 
records examination. (Santa Clara County has similar restrictions.) 
The ordinance reversed previous police cooperation with INS under Jordan that had 
culminated in a joint INS/police raid on a Mission District club in search of illegal 
immigrants. Rising resentment and litigation followed in a city with an estimated 70,000 
refugees and strong pro-immigrant sympathies. The ordinance, however, has caused publicly 
expressed concern by some law enforcement officials, and denials by others, that it can 
shackle legitimate INS/police cooperation. Often cited is the 1990 case of a cocaine 
dealer and alien who was freed on probation due to a breakdown in communications between 
police and INS and who soon afterward committed a murder. He is now serving a 20-year 
sentence. 
Cities of Richmond and Oakland: These cities in the Bay Area have ordinances similar to 
that of San Francisco. Oakland's dates to 1986 and was passed unanimously by the City 
Council. Richmond's ordinance took effect in 1991. 
Alameda County; Probation officials estimate 725 of its 17,000 felony probation caseload 
are non-citizens, or 4.3 percent, most of whom are drug offenders. The Department reports 
minimal contact with INS. 
Non-cooperating local jurisdictions often point to a 1984 Opinion by former California 
Attorney General John Van De Kamp that concluded: 
'There is no general affirmative legal duty in the sense of a legally 
enforceable obligation incumbent on peace officers and judges in California 
to report to INS knowledge that they might have persons who entered the 
United States by violating United States Code Section 1325, but such public 
officials may report that knowledge if they cho~ to do so unless it was 
learned in a process made confidential by law." 
43. California Attorney General's Opinion No. 93-902 issued July 24, 1984, Vol. 67, pp. 
330-40, General Opinions, Attorney General John Van De Camp. Requested by the San Mateo 
County District Attorney. 
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(However, in November 1992 current Attorney General Dan Lungren held that cities or 
counties cannot prohibit employees from cooperating with INS on immigration matters or 
statm: Ooinion #92-607.) 
Immigrant rights attorneys go further than the 1984 ruling. They hold that ( 1) illegal 
entry into the United States, as well as the conviction of certain crimes, are deportable 
civil offenses and therefore the responsibility of INS to enforce, not local law 
enforcement or other local officials, (2) INS/police cooperation can lead to undocumented 
citizens being unwilling to report crime or serve as witnesses because of fear of likely 
deportation, and (3) police officials lack trainin~ in immigration law to determine 
citizenship status -- the result being many civil nghts violations of both legal and 
illegal residents. 
As previously discussed, both California and federal law require the state and local 
jurisdictions to report to INS the arrests or convictions of specified drug offenses of 
persons suspected of being undocumented aliens. A provision of the federal Immigration 
Act of 1990 required state reporting to INS of all convictions of state criminal laws, 
including drug possession -- a massive undertaking that could involve hundreds of 
thousands of reports to INS and a likely inundating of their resources, immigration 
service officials indicate. 
The most recent development in that area is the directive sent out early this year by the 
Office of Criminal Justice Planning requiring jails to notify INS of any arrested person 
believed to be an ille~al immigrant. Governments of San Francisco and Santa Clara 
Counties, as well as nghts groups, would seem likely to oppose strongly such a mandate as 
discriminatory and as placing decisions on alien status in hands of officers untrained in 
immigration law. (See Appendix 0 for more information.) 
Section 6.9 Enhanced Sentences for Deported Felons Who Return 
Local and state corrections officials, INS and the U.S. General Accounting Office findings 
point toward a large but undetermined percentage of deported criminal offenders returning 
to the United States, particularly those with easy access from nearby nations to the south 
(normally no more than a few hundred deported offenders are caught re-entering illegally 
from Canada each year). 
California Department of Corrections' figures showed 1,550 of 5,653 deported offenders (28 
percent) were known to have illegally re-entered in 1989 and 1990. Federal sentencing 
guidelines permit federal judges to increase sentences for re-entering criminal offenders, 
from 2 to 15 years, and federal officials have recently instituted a new sentencing 
program in California termed a "double hit." This involves trial of a criminal alien 
offender once he has completed his term in state prison and sentencing him to additional 
time in federal prison for having violated federal law by illegally re-entering the United 
States. 
Eighty such offenders from the California Correctional Center, Susanville, were sentenced 
to additional federal terms averagin~ 17 months during the period of November 1990 to 
October 1991. Thirty-nine were similarly sentenced between October 1991 and May 1992 for 
an additional add-on terms averaging 22 months in the Sacramento-Fresno INS district, INS 
spokespersons state. 
statutory approaches could 
a criminal 
if the state 
the same sentence reduction credits as are States 
• felony. 
and these can reduce prison sentences by as 
Enact sentence enhancements for offender if 
Ben Davidian, former INS Western Regional in favor of such an 
during legislative hearings in 1990-91. Orange County Court Judge David 
also believes such an approach has merit~- '' ... perhaps a kicker." Such 
provisions could be added as a condition parole, though statutory changes would 
necessary. 
anew 
Immigrant rights spokespersons, though, believe most offenders who return do not do so to 
commit new crime but because of familv and communitv ties in the United States. Such 
added prison sentences could impose hardships on families. they point out. 
"Any deterrent is a help," comments Richard Rogers, recent INS Regional Administrator. 
CDC officials, however, would likely oppose such an approach on grounds that it would 
increase prison population already at 170 percent of capacity and because its deterrent 
effects would be unknown. 
Currently little action is taken by the state's Board of Prison Terms or Paroles Division 
against a deported offender who returns, unless he is believed to have committed a new 
crime. The Board can revoke parole for up to one year, and 243 were so revoked during a 
recent 12-month period. 
The "double hit" system, adding a federal term for the alien felon after he is released 
from state prison, would seem to offer the best possibility for the state at least cost, 
and would seem a likely deterrent to a deported felon considering re-entry. 
Section 6.10 Border Youth Project: ·A Bright Spot 
One of the few encouraging aspects of the illegal alien offender picture is the Border 
Youth Project, operating in Los Angeles, San Diego and Orange Counties. The aim of these 
programs is to return selected youthful offenders to a carefully monitored program in 
Mexico (paid for largely by the counties) with eventual return to their fam1lies as the 
goal. The juvenile program is under direction of Presiding Juvenile Court Judge Jorge 
Duarte in Tijuana. 
"Cooperation from Mexican authorities has been excellent," states Don Hallstrom, Director 
of Juvenile Services for Orange County, which has had such a program for more than a year, 
"INS and the Mexican Consulate have also been helpful," he adds. 
The Orange County program handles 40 young offenders a year; the Los Angeles program 
handles more than 150 a year; and the San Diego program handles about 150 a year. The Los 
Angeles project is in its third year; San Diego County began in 1988. All told about 350 
youths were involved in 1992. Similar programs exist in Arizona and Texas. 
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A.s with ot.her ~-OUf!ties~ ~he qrange County project works very clos~iy with Mexican juvenile 
courts ana starr. 1 outhful otfenaers are selected who volunteer. wno seem most likelv to 
benefit and wno oreierably can be reunited with families. ·we make regular. sometimes 
THE TALE OF 1WO CITIES. WASHINGTON HEIGHTS. N.Y., 
SAN FRANCISCO DE l\tACORIS, DOMINICAN REPUBLIC, 
LINKED BY RAMPANT DRUG SALES. CRIME. VIOLENC:R 
Starkly indicative of what can happen to two communities hit by 
alien-directed crime are the experiences of Washington Heights, N.Y., 
and San Francisco de Macoris in the Dominican Republic. In the New 
York community, Dominican drug lords, termed Dominionyorks, smuggle in 
Dominican youth to peddle drugs openly where they in effect become 
criminal aliens under federal law. 
Wall Street Journal articles of July 8, and July 29, 1992,-+S quoted U.S. 
Drug Enforcement Administration officials as saying the Central 
Americans have turned the City into a "drug supermarket" where the 
young illegal immigrants push drugs on the streets 24 hours a day. 
Some die violently, as in the April 1992 shooting of a young Dominican 
whose death set off several days of rioting because of anger at police 
in the community. 
Although some youths die in drug related shootings, others take their 
huge illicit earmngs back to San Francisco de Macoris, once a farming 
community, where they live in high style, drive BMWs, bask in community 
respect and help lure other youngsters to follow the illegal route 
northward to sell drugs in New York. There, 25 people were recently 
indicted, allegedly members of Dominican gangs that sold $50 million 
worth of drugs in one block in Washington Heights, according to the 
Wall Street Journal. Only one had entered the United States legally. 
Community leaders in Washington Heights stress that the great majority 
of Dominican residents there work hard, shun the drug trade and send 
part of their earnings home to relatives in the Dominican Republic. 
But, as one illegal Dominican youth stated to the Wall Street Journal, 
"If you are ignorant like me, you can go to New York, sell drugs, get 
two million pesos ($160,000), come back home and be somebody." The 
social and economic impact of the illegal drug sales totally out of 
control in the Washington Heights area is incalculable. 
45. Wall Street JournaL July 8, 1992. "New York Drug Link Enriches Poor City in Dominican 
Republic; Youtbs Hun a Neighborhood in U.S .. Send Money Baclc for Fine Homes and Cars," by 
Jose De Cordoba. See also July 29, 1992 follow-up story, p. 1. 
v1s1ts to the Mexican 
" Hallstrom states. 
the United 
vouthful offenders, however, are onlv the could 
· of the crop." of · border, particularly 
area: some commit burglary theft, and then return home, often the same 
border county officials state. Others are apprehended and returned across the 
INS and enforcement authorities, sometimes under standard deportation nrnrPC 
Section 6.11 Tightening Identity Standards on Determining Illegal Status 
Several options have been proposed that would aid in more accurate identification of 
undocumented immigrants and collaterally of criminal aliens. These could improve 
of INS, state and local government figures on the number of alien felons. reduce the 
dangers of incorrect categorizing of arrestees and help meet one of the major criticisms 
often made by immigrant and civil rights groups. 
o Improved. Standardized Identification of Illegal Immigrants Although onlv a 
court or administrative hearing can make final determination of undocumented immfgrant 
status, local and state government together with INS could adopt standardized benchmarks 
or determinants for listing an individual as a potential undocumented alien. In 
California this could be achieved through voluntary agreement on guidelines to be utilized 
by local criminal justice and other local entities, or by state law. 
Civil rights groups hold that decisions on the undocumented status of aliens and on 
immigrant status of criminal offenders are often made by local officials who have little 
or no knowledge of immigration law and who make assumptions based on appearance, ability 
to speak coherent English, etc. This haphazard approach can result in inflated 
statistics, denial of rights to persons erroneously labeled as undocumented immigrants, 
and inconsistent standards being used by governmental agencies and in studies. 
Some local governments in California and other states use the ARJIS form for compiling 
data on an arrestee. It includes a check"()ff list to help determine possible illegal 
status. 
A 1990 California Appeals Court decision ruled the use of the ARJIS form constitutional 
and legal on grounds that an arresting officer has a need to know immigration status for 
investigative purposes and to meet federal reporting responsibilities. The Court held 
that these needs superseded the arrestee's right to privacy and equal protection, even 
though the Court conceded that inaccurate information from the ARJIS form could place the 
person's name incorrectly into regional databanks as an undocumented person (See GI) 
Forum vs. Miller. a San Diego County case, Appendix J. 
Law enforcement agencies use a variety of determination methods, from the officer's 
on-the-scene judgment to the ARJIS form. Some require that the arrestee fail to meet a 
series of qualifications before labeling him as undocumented, such as ( 1) no driver's 
license, (2} no job, (3) no address, (4) no Social Security number or card, and (5) 
inability to speak understandable English. Plaintiffs in the above-cited case pointed out 
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that an arrestee could still be a legal immigrant or a United States citizen even after 
failing all the standards, such as an individual qualifying under the Immigration Reform 
and Control Act of 1986. 
INS uses no specific standards but bases determination on interrogation and records. The 
California Department of Corrections, which aids INS in determining potential alien status 
of inmates, has no fixed set of guidelines for determining alien status of tens of 
thousands of offenders entering state prison from the courts. Determination is left to 
prison counselors and records which accompany the new inmate from court sentencing. 
Counselors receive no training in immigration law. 
o Increased Efforts to Halt Manufacture and Use of False J.D. Cards Numerous 
efforts have been made on the national level to require counterfeit-proof green cards, 
Social Security cards, and other identification documents used by immigrants. False cards 
are manufactured and sold both in the United States and other nations. California 
Representative Elton Calgaly had two such bills in the 1992 Congressional session to 
require counterfeit-proof cards, but they were unsuccessful. 
o Linking of Networks of Alien Offender Information Data The INS, the FBI, state 
and local law enforcement agencies and state prison systems are expanding computer 
linkages regionally and nationwide to aid in inter-agency identification and tracking of 
alien offenders across state lines and within states. California's Offender Based 
Information System (OBIS) is now available to INS statewide. The Federal Bureau of 
Justice Assistance is now assisting states in implementing a provision of the Immigration 
Act of 1990, requiring states to provide records to INS when a believed alien offender is 
convicted of a felony. The Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Force will seek to 
identify persons beheved to be criminal aliens who are not incarcerated, but who are 
involved in drug trafficking. INS now has access to the National Crime Information Center 
and the National Law Enforcement Telecommunications System, computer banks for exchange of 
data on persons listed as criminal aliens. INS is now setting up seminars for 
metropolitan police departments on identification of alien felons. 
These computer networks will be of value in tracking and identifying criminal aliens, but 
unless tight controls and identification standards are used, hundreds, perhaps thousands 
of names could be entered erroneously resulting in denial of rights, litigation and 
impairment of law enforcement efforts to apprehend and take appropriate action against the 
criminal alien. 
CHAPTER 7 
NEXT STEPS, DIRECTIONS 1993 
The problem of societal and governmental costs of the crimina! alien ottender, ana the 
much larger questions of costs and benefits from the much larger population of 
undocumented, generally non-criminal immigrants. had become a major issue in Washington, 
Sacramento and in other state capitols before the new year opened. 
Governor Wilson focused the spotlight on the questions by requesting in January that the 
federal government provide California with $1.5 billion to meet the state's costs 
resulting from immigration, including $250 million to pay expenses of incarcerating alien 
felons. The total number of alien felons in state prisons ranged from 12,000 to 16,000 
based on varying estimates. 
California's approach in past years had consisted primarily of implementation of a 
cooperative agreement between the Department of Corrections and INS to identify alien 
felons in the state's prisons for possible deportation. Bills introduced by individual 
legislators won strong legislative support, but were vetoed by Governors Deukmejian 
Wilson because of little coordinative effort. The state had little impact on the issues 
in Washington partly because of lack of unity among the nation's largest Congressional 
delegation. Governor Wilson's Washington staff had begun consultations with state 
delegations during the latter half of 1992 toward possible joint efforts. 
Section 7.1 Several Possibilities 
• Joint Planning: The Legislature and Governor's office could join with civil 
rights and immigrant rights groups, law enforcement and local government, Congressional 
representatives and those from INS and the academic commumty with the ~oal of examining 
in depth the problems in California and try to agree on what steps Califorma should (and 
should not) take toward resolving the problem of serious alien crime without infringing 
upon the rights of the non-criminal foreign born. One approach could be a one- to two-day 
conference of representatives of all such groups to formulate such a program and begin 
implementation. 
• United Effort in Washington: Governor Wilson and his Washington staff have begun 
efforts to focus attention on the crucial nature of the problem, and a logical step would 
seem to be a united effort by the Wilson AdministratiOn and the state's Congressional 
delegation to form a coalition of impacted states to focus on solutions. At least 15 
states are significantly affected by the alien felon, particularly by drug manufacture, 
transportation and sale, much of which can be traced to the efforts of illegal nationals 
and drug rings operating in California and other states. 
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Among options on the federal level offering possibilities: 
1 ). Instituting minimal border crossing fees to raise the needed funds for state and 
federal costs resulting from immigrant costs, both legal and illegal and criminal and 
non-criminal. This may offer the best funding mechanism in an already-tight federal 
budget. 
2). A major effort by states to join New York in its suit, or a similar legal action, 
to force the federal government to provide funds or correctional housing to assist states 
with the problem of the criminal ahen offender, as is required by federal law. 
3). Diverting portions of future SLIAG funds to assist states in meeting criminal 
alien costs. This year California will receive $170 million from Washington to help 
immigrants to become United States citizens, but little or nothing to help the state meet 
costs resulting from alien criminal activity. 
4). Pushing for increased use by the federal government of the "double hit" in which 
the alien felon, once he has served his state felony sentence, is re-sentenced by federal 
courts to a new term if he re-entered illegally as a deported felon. This approach is 
being increasingly utilized in California; a strong possible deterrent. 
• Legislative Approaches: Options listed in this survey report which seem most 
worthy of further legislative scrutiny: 
1 ). Requiring that all courts and law enforcement agencies permit INS to examine 
records andjor interview all persons convicted of serious felonies ("aggravated felonies" 
under federal criminal law provisions). Non-cooperative cities and counties to face loss 
of specified state funds. 
2). Permitting cities or counties to set up cooperative efforts with INS toward 
identifying alien offenders charged with felonies, perhaps requiring the Board of 
Supervisors approval first after public hearings. 
3). Large scale repatriation of aliens convicted of major felonies with the state 
paying part or all of the costs if it can be shown that this is less expensive than 
mcarceration in California, and that prison conditions in the other nations, primarily 
Mexico, are comparable to those in California. 
One possibility would be a prison cooperatively built and operated in Mexico by 
California and Mexico perhaps with the assistance of the United States government, for 
housing immigrants convicted of felonies in California. 
• Test Case: A friendly "test case" could be attempted by the state in which 
convicted criminal aliens could be delivered to a federal facility such as a federal 
prison, federal court or INS detention center with a request that the federal government 
live up to Constitutional and statutory provisions requiring that it take custody of such 
offenders from city, county and state institutions. 
Such aH action could help focus nationwide attention on the problem, particularly if 
the alien offenders had several convictions and· had been convicted of crimes classified as 
aggravated felonies under federal law. Tight security would have to be provided to 
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APPENDIX A 
Department 47 
Orange County Superior Court 
PERCENTAGE OF UNDOCUMENTED ALIEN FELONS, CALENDAR YEAR 1989 
Compilation ~f the numoers and percentages of illegal aliens 
in the criminal case load of Orange County, Californ~a. 
during the calendary year of 1989 
ceruned Pteas 
Total defendants screened by INS, arraigned and convicted 
of felony violations in Superior Court 
597 
Criminal aliens identified by INS, arraigned and convicted 
of felony violations in Superior Court 
220 
?ercentaqe of c:i~inal aliens to t~tal defendants 
16.9 % 
Probatton Vlotatlons 
Totr.l defendants screened by INS, arraigned and convicted 
of probation violations in Superior Court 
1283 
Criminal aliens identified by INS, arraigned and convicted 
of probation violations in Superior court 
485 
P~rcentage ?f criminal aliens to total defendants 
36.2 % 
summary 
Total criminal aliens identified by INS, arraigned and 
conYicted of fAlony and probation violations in Department 
47 of orange County Superior Court 
685 
Total defendants screened by INS, arraiqned and convicted 
of felony and probation violations in Department 47 o~ 
Oranqe County Superior Court 
1880 
Percent&Qe of criMinal aliena to total defendAnts 36.4 percent 
FELONS LISTED AS ILLEGAL IMMIGRANTS: This is Summary Page of a 
study by then-Presiding Judge David Carter which found that 36.4 
percent of those convicted of felonies or felony probation viola-
tions in his Orange County, California, Superior Court in 1989 were 
illegal immigrants. The study was made with assistance of INS which 
made determinations of citizenship status. 
FOREIGN-BORN OFFENDERS IN CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS 
PRISONS, WITH OR WITHOUT INS HOLDS, JANUARY, 1992, AND HOMELANDS 
OF OFFENDERS AS COMPILED BY DEPARTMENT 
8IRTHPL HOLD 
Frequency INO lYES I 
-----------------·--------·--------+ 
BLANK l 0 : 243 : 
-----------------+--------+--------· 
ALBANIA l 1 I 0 I 
-----------------·--------·--------+ 
AZORES l 2 l 0 l 
-----------------·--------·--------+ 
AfRICA l 10 l 6 l 
-----------------·--------·--------· AFGHANISTAN 1 I I I I I 
-----------------+--------+--------+ AHrtGUA I 1 I 0 I I I • I 
~i;;~·;;;{;;r·--:------~-t··-·;;;·r 
-------------1---·--------·--------+ AMI! RICAN. SAMO~ : 0 : 1 I 
-------------~---·--------·--------· AUSTRALlA/NI!Wt ze I 7 I I 0 I I 
-----------------·--------·--------· ANGOLA 1 I I 0 I I 
-----------------+--------·--------· ASIA 62 : 21 : 
-·---------------·--------·------·-+ ARGI!NTINA 10 : 10 : 
-----------------+--------+-----·--· AUSTRIA 5 : :Z I I 
-~---------------+--------·--------+ 
BARBADOS l f' 1 I 1 0 l 
-----------------·--------·--------+ 
BAHAMA ISLANDS I l- l ,.1 :Z l 
-----------------·------·-·--------+ BAHRAIN ISLANOS 1 I I :Z I I 
----------------~·-------~·------· + 
leLGIUM l - 2. I 2 l 
------~---------.-+- ---- --·-- ------ .. 
BRfTISH HOHOURAS I :Z 1. I .23 l 
-----------------·--------+--------+ BERMUDA : i I . 0 : 
-----------------+--------·-----~--· 
B\IRMA ·. - ., ~ :i: . 0 I 




















frequency ;No :vEs 
------------·----·--------··-------
BRAZIL l 5 l J : 
------~-·--------·------- ·- ·-----·· 
COLOM8(A l 76 l 145 I 
-----------------·--------·----··- . 
CUBA I 197 l 171 : 
-----------------·----·-·-·-----···· 
COSTA AlCA : 2J : 4 : 
-----------------~- ------·-- -----~ 
CHINA l 22 l 14 : 
-------- --------·--------·------- ·+ 
CAM800(A : J8 : 14 l 
-----------------·--------·--------· 
CZECHOSLOVAJ<IA I J ! 
-----------------·--------·------· 
CAMEROON l I l l 
--------------~--·--------t--~----
CAHAOA ' l 85 : 26 l 
-----------------·--------·--------· 
CAYMAN ISLANDS l I : 0 I 
-----------------·--------·--------· CHILE l 9 I 4 l 
-------------~---+--------·--------~ 
CENTRAL AMERICA : 36 : J4 : 
-----------------·--------·--------· CYPRUS : 5 : 9 I 
-~---------------·--------·--------+ 
CENTRAL AfRICAN l J l 1 l 
-----------------·--------·------·-· 





CEYLON l 0 l 
-----------------·--------·- ----· t 
DENMARK l 4 : I I 
-----------------+--------·------·-· 
DOMINICA l 3 : I l 
------------~----·--------+------·-+ 
DOMINICAN R£PU8L l 4 I 2 l 
-----------------·--------·--------· ECUADOR l It I 8 l 
-----------------·--------·--------+ 
EL SALVADOR : 302 l 427 l 
-----------------·--------·--------· 





















Frequency ;No ; n:, 
------------~----~-- 1----




ETHIOPIA l 6 I 1 l 
-----------------·--- ----·---- ···-· ESTONIA 9 7 
------------- ---·-- - t 
EUROPE I tiS : 11 : 
-------------·---·- ----· .. 
EGYPT : 5 : J I 
-----------------+- --- - ·---- --·~ 
FINLANO I I l 0 
-----------------·------·-·-~------· 
Ft..JI ISLANDS ! II I 
---------------- ·---- ·4-· .. -~· • 
FRANCE I 26 l 2 l ------ ----------·--------·---- ---· 
GABON : 1 : 1 : 
-----------------·----- • ·-- t 
GREECE l 5 : 1 : 
-----------------·--------· -----·-· 
GERMANY : 148 : 4 : 
------·----------·------- ·---- -- . 
GREENLAND • : 1 I 0 I 
---------- ------·--- ·--- . ---~-, 
GUATEMALA : :14 : 112 : 
-----------------·--------·-----~--· 
GUAM I 0 : 16 l 
-------- --------·--------·--------· 
GUIANA/GUYANA l 13 l 0 : 
-----------------·--------·-- -----~ 
HONDURAS I 43 l 77 l 
-----------------·--------·----··--· HONG KONG l I I l 4 : 
-------------·---·--------·------~-· 
HAITI : 6 l J : 
-----------------·--------·--------+ 
HUNGARY ! 9 l 3 : 
-----------------+--------·--------+ 
ICELANO : . 0 I 1 l 




















frequency :NO :v£S : 
il;;;·--·--------:----·;;·;·-----;-: 
·--·-------------+-----··-·------··· INOONUIA 34 : 8 I I 
·-------·--------·--------·--------· IRAQ 8 I I 4 • I 
·----------------·--------·--------· IAAH 25 : ~3 : 
·----------------·-- -----·-----·--· 
lSAAIL n: 11 : 
·----------------·-----·--·-----··-· ITALY I 35 I l I 
···--------------·------·-·--------· 
.IAPAH : 5I I S I 
-----------------·--------·--------· 
~~~~~~~----------i-----~~-1----~f~-i 
UORDAH : 10 I I l 
-----------------·-----·--·--------· KfHYA l 4 : 0 l 
-·-·-------------·--------·--------· KORIA u: 18 : 
-----------------·--------·-----·--· KUWAIT l I I I I I 
--·--·-----------·--------·------·-· 
LIIIRIA 0 I I I I I 
-···-------------·--------·------·-· LISOTHO l 0 l , I l 
-----------------·--------·-----··-+ LfiANON 10 : ,5 : 
-----------------·-----·--·--------· LAOS u: u: 
-·---------------·-----··-·-----·--· LIIYA 2 : 0 I I 
-----------------·------·-·--------· MOROCCO 7 I I 5 I I 
---------------- ·--- --·-·--------· MARSHALL ISLANOS l I ' I 0 I I 
·--·-------------·------·-·------- . MONACO 1 : 0 I I 




















TA8Lli Of BIRHIPL BY 11010 
BIR rtll'l I tOtO 
frequency : tiO :vt:s 
-------------~--~·-- ·----··-- -. 
MAL( : l : 0 : 
---·-------------·-~------·· --·· 
MALDIVES : I : 0 : 
tf ~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~-!~~~~~~~-!~: ~~~~-! 
MALTA ~ 1 ! I 









---------------~-·------- ·- ·-- .. 
NIGERIA : 9 : S 
-------· __ .. ~--~·-----·- ·~-·- .... 
NORTHERN IRELAND : 1 : 10 
---·-------------·------··· ·--·- t 
NfW GUINEA : I : 0 : -----------------·------· ·-~ --·· 
NICARAGUA ll 
-·------- ----- -·- -----




-----------------·-· -- t -·· 
NETHERLANO ANUL ! 0 : I : 
----------~ .. -.... --·-------·· --· . 
OTHER : 58 ! 17 
-~---·--------· -----
PARAGUA't ! 2 : 0 
---------------- ·------- ·-·-- _,..._ 
PHILIPPINE ,ISLAM ! 143 : J I 
-----------------·--~---- ·-----~· . 
PACIFIC lSL~NOS : 56 : 10 : 
---------------- ·---- -- t -----. 
P AK I STAN : J : l 
_____________ ;,. --·-- ---·-+ ... t 
PANAMA : 2 1 : 1 ------- ___ :_ ___ . ______ .,. ·- .... 
POLAND : 6 : l 
---------------- ·- ~-·-~·-· -· . 
PUERTO RICO : 0 : 21 ! 
-----------------·--------·------·-· 
PORTUGAL : 16 : 5 : 
-----------------·-----·- . ---- - . 

















fAilLE Of UIHIHPI. tlY llOLD 
811HIIPI. 











- - - -- -. - - -
I 









- - - ~ . 
SOUfH·WfST AfRIC : 




























: '( l ~ . --
15 


























~ ' I 
• I 
• 




' - - . 
41 : 





I - . 
Q I 








0 -- . 
0 I 
I - . 













I - . 
J t) l.l. 
40 
10 














TABLE Of BlRTIIPL BY IIOLO 
8lRfiiPL 11010 
freq...ency :NO 1_ ;ns : lohl 
·----------------·-- --····----~-· . 
THAILAHO I ui : J ! 18 
·------- --------·-------··-- ----
JOGO I 1 : 0 
-----------------·--------·--------
TRINIOAO I 7 : 4 : II 
·----------------·-----~--·------- . 
TUNISIA l 2 l 0 l 2 
------- ---------·--------·--------· 
T A I WAH l 14 l 5 : 19 
·----- ----------·------- ·-------. 
TURK C:V ,, : l l 0 l l 
·----------------·------·-·--------· 
TAHZAHIA I 1 l 0 l 
-~----------- ·---·------- ·--- --~ . 
UNITED AAA. REPU l l I I I 4 
------ ----------·------·-·----- --· 
UCAHQA l I : 0 l 
------- ---- ---•------·r•--------• 
UN<NOWH l 141 l 31 I 1:.15 
-----------------·--------·------· . VIRGIN ISLANDS I 0 : ll ! 22 
··---------------·--------·-----·--· 
VIUN-.. l 114 l 7J I l57 
----------- - ---·--------·-- ---- . 
VI!NUUflA : l l 4 ! 7 
-----------------·---- ·-·-·------· 
WI!ST CEANAHJ : 17 l 0 ! 17 
---- ------------·-------··-------wur INDIES l 8 l 2 ! 8 
-----------------·--------·------· 
WI!SlERN SAMOA l t:z : I l tJ ------- ---------·-----····- -- -- . 
HMEN l I : 0 l 
---------~-------·----- ·-·------- . 
YUGOSLAVIA. l 5 l 0 : 5 
-----------------·--------·--- - - . 
ZAM81A I 1 : 0 : ----·-- --------·--------·------- ~ 
Totilll 7312 IOCSSl * 18045 
MA.JOH IIONEI.l\NDS L I STElJ 
~-~--- ~--- ------




Cuba ......... . . ., ................ . 




Germany ........................ . 







1 ] ] 
Of the state's 90,000 parolees from state 
prisons, the Department of Corrections states 
that 10,000 list themselves as foreign-born 
but holding u.s. citizenship; 7,000 of these 
list Mexico as homeland, 3,000 from other 
lands 
* According to the Department of Corrections, 
the "hold" total exceeded 12,000 at the end 
of 1992 as the prison population has grown. 
t 
A-5 APPENDIX C 
INMATES IN CALIFORNIA PRISONS AS OF JANUARY 31, 1992 
ON WHOM INS HAD A HOLD AS DEPORTABLE ALIENS, AND TYPES OF 
FELONIES FOR WHICH THEY WERE SERVING SENTENCES 
)f :.::e 10,330 '.vith .:::::s holds, .:..:1dicatinq ?Otentially 
deportable i~~qrant: 
0 1,116 or ll ?ercent in for murder or ::1anslauqhter 
0 905 or 8 percent :or ::::-obbery 
0 717 or .., percent for rape or sex offenses I 
0 2,040 or 20 percent for burglary, ::heft, other 
property offenses (11 percent for burglary) 
o 4,441 or 42.6 percent for drug offenses (37.1 
percent :or sale, ~anufacture or possession 
:or sale) 
CU!1UlA rIVE CUo'1UlATTV!: 
:Jr:r:sc~P >'I;'E·1UE~CY P~RCENT >'RE!JUENC Y Pr;RCENT 
--------------------------------------------------------------r~( SS ('!G l J o.t l3 O.l -1uqueq t s r 2'3'5 Zol 2~8 z • to. 
"'UAOEA PIO s 8) s.z 851 7.6 
MAH'Sl1UCIHEo )6 7 J.) LZ\8 l'l.? 
~A~SlAUCHTEOfV5~ zz IJ-l lZ<.O L l • l 
A'J!t•l'!C!Y 'l'!J 3-a 2 ZZl 20.0 
.1')SAULT O!:AOLV .. 5l0 '-·b 213.1 z 4. 5 
IJT'ieR ASS.\Ulf/dA LH l • '- 288'5 25.9 
IUP~ Z'H z. 3 HJo 2'3.2 
L '! 11.:1 ac rs <.04 J.o )540 31.3 
OA.&l CJPUL.H ( IJN JZ i) -l J57Z ) 2. l 
SIJO~nY 25 l).l J 5'7 T )2.) 
PE~'! TH T ( 0'1 ol(fH 15 O.l Jot2 32.4-
JT ... E:t sex OFF= EllS ) o.o 36l5 .3Z. '5 
!((J•UP loO l. c.. 377'5 )).q 
DUR!il.l~ Y t sr 98't e.q '-'Toto. 42.8 
t:!'JRGLHY 2:10 )78 J .to. 5\4.2 '-6·2 
Glt&NO THEFT lOl o.q 52.4-) <..'T.L 
PO:rTY TH!:FT WITH l.l't t.z 5JeZ c..e.) 
R!~UVl~C STOlEN lOO ').9 'S48Z 49.Z. 
VEHICLe THEFT HT ).0 <;tH<t 5z..z 
!"Oit~E~Y/Flf.&UO c.O o.c.. 5'!'5 9 5Z.b 
OfHElt l'ltt)P~RfY lS o.z 5171 sz.a cs• P·nsessro~ 562 5 .o 64-19 S7 .. 8 
CS• P'JSSESS FOR tor.to. l4olt 1508) 7Z .. 6 
CS• SAlE .. ;:rc. zuo u.t l0Zl3 91.7 
CS • ~IHUF&CTUR HI zo o.z lOZ33 91.9 
CS• ~THC:!t 3l t) .) lOZ64- 9Z.z 
"U(JU&NA POSSES z o.o lOZ~6 ctz.z 
l'tAttrJ • .,tlSSESS F 149 t.l 104-l s ct).5 
11 1R (JUANA SAlE Z60 Z.l 10615 ,_, 
11AIUJUANA. OTHER l o.o 10676 9'·" ESC1Pf ll o.t l068T 96.0 
OfUVlNG U~OER [~I l64- t., to•n CIIT,.c,. 
IRS Oil lS o.t 10166 9T.6 
POSSeSS lON llf!IP'l 110 t.o l09T6 9!.5 
•JTHEit OFFflfSE S l6Z 1.5 l hlcJ too.o 
A-6 APPENDIX D 
CURRENT STATUS OF FEDERAL LEGISLATION REQUIRING 
STATES TO REPORT TO INS WITHIN THIRTY DAYS, CRIME 
CONVICTIONS OF SUSPECTED ILLEGAL ALIEN OFFENDERS ,, 
..\LIEN CON\'ICriON HEI'OHTIN<; 
STATUTORY lANGUAGE: ·(a)( 11) [Ani application !for a formula grant under the Edward Byrne 
Memorial Program I shall include the following: ... ( l I) An assurance that the 
State has established a plan under which the Sl:~lc \!.ill pro.,ide, without fcc 
to the Immigration and Naturali7.ation Service. within 30 days of the date of 
their conviction. not icc of convict ion of aliens who have he en convicted of 
violating the criminal law~ of the Stale and under which the State \\ill 
provide the Service with the certified records of such a comiction within JO 
days of the dale of a request by the Service for such record: 




.t2 U.S.C. § 3753(a)(ll) 
I rnmieration Act of ltJXl. Public Law 10 I .(y.tt>. as amended 
Slates ;uc required to establish a pl:m umkr .... hich they will provide tn the 
INS. within lO Jays of the date of conviction. nPiice of aliens who ha\'e 
been convicted of violating the crimin:1l law<. nf the Stale and. within 7-(J 
davs of the date of a requcsl bv the INS. certified records of aliens· 
convict ionc:. 
Grant applications for formula gr:wts must include an assurance that the 
stale h:1s such a plan. Grant applications that do not include an assurance 
will be considered incomplete. 
Under the ~tatute. the Director of the BJA is required to promulgate 
regulations for the alien cnnviction reporting process. However, in lieu of 
regulations. on Dec. to, 1?<> I, BJA published the Guidance for the 
Improvement of Criminal Justice Record~. This document contains 
guidance for the implementation of a system to pro.,.ide the INS with the 
records of conviction of aliens. 
This provision was introduced by Sen. Edward M. Kennedy (0-MA). It 
WaS enacted <'h November 29, 1990 as part of the fmmigy-ation Act of 1990 
and applies to riSc:~l year 1991 and subsequent formula grants. 
REALm AND SAFETY CODE 
§ 11311. Arrest of alien; notice to federal apnq 
When there ia reuon to believe that any person arrested for a violation of Section 11350, 11351 
1~~1.5, 11352, 11353, 11355. 11357, 11359, 11360, 11361, 11363, 11366. 11368 or 11550, may n~ 
e1t1Zen of the United States, the arresting agency shall notify the appropnate agency of the United 
States having eharge of deportation matters. 
(Amended by Stata.l991, e. 573 (A.B.898l, § 2.) 
I 
A-7 APPENDIX E 
STATES AUTHORIZED BY STATE LAW TO RETURN PRISONERS TO HOMELAND 
SUBJECT TO APPROVAL BY DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE AND HOME COUNTRY 
States authorized by state legislation to transfer prisoners 
of foreign nationality (legal, illegal immigrants) to the 
nations of their citizenship, under treaties between the United 




































NATIONS, GOVERNMENTS HITH WHOM THE UNITED STATES 
HAS PRISONER TRANSFER TREATIES (33 ENTITIES, 1990) 
* The United States currently has prisoner transfer treaties 
with the following countries and governments: Bolivia, canada, 
France, Mexico, Panama, Peru, Thailand, Turkey 
The Council of Europe Convention on the Transfer of Sent-
enced Persons entered into force on July 1, 1985 for the 
United States, France, Sweden and Apain, and subsequently for 
the United Kingdom, Isle of Man, Canada, Cyprus, Austria, Denmark, 
Finland, United Kingdom Territories of Anguilla, British 
Indian Ocean Territory, the Cayman Islands, the Falkland Islands 
Gibralter, Monserrat, Pitcairn, Henderson, Ducie and Oeno Isl-
ands, Helena, St. Helena Dependencies, the Soverign Base Areas 
of Akrotiri and Dhekalia in the Island of Cyprus, Turkey, the 
Netherlands, Luxembourg, Hong Kong, Greece, Switzerland, British 
Virgin Islands, Italy, Belgium. 
A-8 APPENDIX F 
DISPOSITION BY CALIFORNIA BOARD OF PRISON TERMS 
BY INMATES' APPLICATIONS FOR TRANSFER TO THEIR HOMELANDS, 
JANUARY, 1983, THROUGH APRIL 10, 1991 
BOARD OF PRISON TERMS 
! 45 DOWNTOWN PlALA 
SUITE 200 April 11, 1991 
S.A.CIIAMENTO. C.A. 95814 
The following is a recap of the Foreign Prisoner Exchange program 
for the period of January 1983 through April 10, 1991. 
TOTAL TRANSFERRED: 18 
Year canada Mexico 
1983 3 2 
1984 0 1 
1985 1 4 
1986 1 0 
1987 1 0 
1988 1 3 
1989 0 1 
1990 0 0 
TOTAL NOT APPROVED FOR TRANSFER: 98 
Reason: Lifer Withdrew 
(No Date) or no answer 
Set 
























can - canada 
Mex - Mexico 






3 Mex 5 Mex 
1 Fra 1 Bol 
1 GB 
5 Mex 3 Mex 




Fra - France 
swe - sweden 
Bol - Bolivia 











GB - Great Britain 
Net - Netherlands 
Den - Denmark 
Aus - Austria 
Mexico 1::3 canada 1 Great Britain 1 
1 Request for Philippines No Treaty 
A-9 APPENDIX G 
RE-ENTRY RECORD OF 56 SELECTED CRIMINAL ALIENS IN 1987 REPORT 
BY U.S. GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE, DRAWN FROM SAMPLING OF FBI FILES 
Number of Number of Number of 
. ___ al~_!l~ -·~~p~rtations reentries 
17 17 17 
Deported twice and: 
reentered twice 
reentered once 
Deported three limes and 
reentered three lim~s 
reentered two limes 
Deported four limes ami 
reentered three trmr.s 
Deported six limes nnd 
reentered live hmrs 






reentered seven 1t11rrs ;,: ltj 
. .. ---··-----
Dcpnrted more th:~n 10 lirnrs :111rlrrr•1tlrrrd 













Re-Entry Records of 10,117 California Prison Inmates Placed 
In INS Custody by Department of Corrections in Years 1989-90 
In 1989: (Compiled by CDC) 
+ 4,472 parolees were released to INS detainer 
+ 2,866 or 64.9 percent were deported 
+ 1,606 or 35.9 percent were not deported by INS for 
varying reasons 
+ 919 or 32.07 percent are known to have returned to 
the u.s. by virtue of arrest or contact with Parole 
Division. 
In 1990: (Compiled by CDC) 
+ 5,671 parolees were released to INS detainer 
+ 2,787 or 49.14 percent were deported 
+ 2,884 or 50.86 percent were released and not deported 
+ 622 or 22.32 percent are known to have returned to the 
u.s. by virtue of arrest or contact with Parole. * 
*In that two year span, 27.9 percent were thus known to have returned 
to the United States. Not include are those who returned 








EXECUTIVE ORDER D-91-91 DIRECTING 
CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS TO ESTABLISH COOPERATIVE 
PROGRAM WITH INS TO DETERMINE ALIEN STATUS OF INMATES 
January, 1991 
STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
,, 
~. the £tate he• ~perienced a draaatic increaee lo tbe eomallatoo of 
drug-~alated and violent felony o£teeaea ~, undoeozente4 eliena aubject to deporta• 
tion: end 
VBBRI&S, the State•a lav enforcement •s•~i••· court aad det~tion faoilittea 
ere becoming increatinsly overburdened •• a reault of tha comateaton of euob ori .. a 
by undocumented aliena eubject to deportation! and 
WH!RKAS. the identification of deportable alien• vbile they are incarcerated i1 
~ssential to a aueee••tul joint effort by the State and United Stataa ImmigratioD aod 
n~turalizatlo~ se~ice to deport euch pereooa upon releaee froa cuatodyr and 
~. the United 8tatea congreee, reeogntsins thea• preble... enacted the 
Imuis~ation Rero~ end Control Act ot 1t86 ~icb dlreeta the Vo1ta4 Statet Isziara-
rion ond Naturailaatioo £crvLca to initiate d«p~atlon proceadtnge agaiDtt undocu-
~ented alLen• •• espeditioualy •• poaoihlo followiA& a oriaiaal coa.ic~ton' 
NOW, 'l'BimD'OD. I. CJIOIIOI lllttlb&JUX. Co.enor of the IUU of C.Uforat.. by 
virt\u! of the povar and authority vuted in .,. by the Coaatt.tutf.on eml ttatutu· of 
the State of Califotuia. do hereby i••ae tbia order to haeoee efleati .. tm.84iata1y • 
Tht Dep•rtmont of Correctione ahall take the follovin& action• vith reaard to il1aaa1 
eliens convicted of felony offentte io Califo~ias 
1. Impltaent procedure• f,r.the early ideDtifteatioD of pereoaa terrin& ttrat 
in ecue ptiaon wbo are undocvaeotad aU.eDa aubject to deportat1ot:U 
2. P.efar andocuatoted alien tnmattl alona Yitb Cite filtl to the United Statea 
t .. ieratloa eod Naturalicatioa Sezvtce, tactl1tata tile review and ioaata 
intarvi .. a in a tiaa1y m«nftlro .ad prOTide tntOta.ttOD rea&r4ln& tb& 
current locetiona of undoo ... nte4 &liea La.acea to the INS OD a reaaltr 
b .. bl 
3, Puraue an eaaraaaivt. caoparettve •sr• ... •t baewaaa the DepartmeDt of 
Correction• and the United Statal X..iaratlon aa4 Natura1Laattoa Sa~ica to 
enaure an expedited deportation bearina ~roe••• and tka aubaaquaat plaee-
=ent of deportatioa bolda on undocuaented elitat iueareerata4 in etata 
IR VlftUI VIIIIIOI I bfttl hereunto .. t 1111 
haD4 aP4 caaaad the Great Seal of the 
State of CllUomie to be afflztd tUa 
2D4 clay of Jaauary 1991. 
;z,......_r- ~......J.. ·~ :. -
O~raor ot Ca11torn1a 
I • • II 
II 
II 
II • II • I 
II 





~tate of <!Iaiifnrn:ia 
_./ 
FOR RELEASE: THURSDAY, 1/16/92 
APPENDIX I 
-1 I VAN NESS AVENUE 
SUITE 305 
SAN FRANCISCO. CA 94102 
41 S1 !557·2662 
5777 WEST CENTURY !liOUI.EVARO 
SUITE 1650 
-OS ANGELES. CA 9004$-5631 
3101 412-6118 
' 350 FRONT STREET 
SUITE 6044!1 
SAN OIEGO. CA 92101 
;61lill 1!!25-632.'1 
CONTACT: RON GRAY 
916/445-8994 
916/762·1140 (pager) 
McCARTHY, UMBERG ANNOUNCE PLAN 
TO DEPORT FORE!Glv FELONS 
Ueutenant Governor Leo McCanhy and Assemblyman Tom Umberg (D-Garden 
Grove) today announced legislation that would require the referral of foreign felons to the 
Immigration and Naturalization Service for deportation. 
The measure, called the Foreign Felon Deportation Act. would reduce the pressure 
on California's overcrowded prison system by requiring state couns and the Department 
of Corrections to refer to the INS the names and identifying information of all persons 
convicted of felonies involving moral turpitude. 
Felons found to be undocumented could be deponed to their country of citizenship 
to serve the remainder of their sentence, or into the federal prison system in cases where 
a prisoner exchange agreement does not exist with the country of citizenship. 
"C81ifornta taxpayers pay $300 million a year to keep 15,000 foreign felons in jail 
when we don't have the money to put enough teachers in our schools or to keep a college 
education affordable, • Mccanhy said. 
McCarthy satd requiring referral of Sill felons increases the number who wiD be 
subject to deportation procedures, and It reduces the risk that racial stereotyping will be 
used to identifY potential undocumented felons. 
McCarthy and Umberg were joined at a State Capitol news conference by a 
representative of the United Latino Political Association, who endorsed the proposaL 
AI it stands, the Department of Corrections makes some referrals, but they are not 
mandated to do so. Since 1983 the Board of Prison Terms has granted only 18 IUCh 
transfers out of 11 o requests. The bill also directs the State Board of Prison Terms to 
expedite tranafera that get foreign felons out of CaJifomta prisons. 
•lfs outrageous for us to have to spend five times as much to jail a foreign felon as 
we do to educate a california child. This bill gives california taxpayers the chance to make .. 
sure foreign. felons do their time, just not on our dime: McCarthy said. 
A-12 APPENDIX J 
CALIFORNIA APPELLATE COURT DECISION, 1990, ~ONFI~~ING 
POLICE l1.GENCY AUTHORITY TO DETERL".UNE ALIEN STATUS OF 
ARRESTEES THROUGH QUESTIONING THROUGH USE OF .='l.RJIS FORM 
:\MWCAH O.I. f'OlUM v. MU.l.U. 
;a Cll.A..,.Jci 139: 1~7 C&Utorr. l7t (Mat. i990l 
[No. 000140l. Fourth tHat •• Olv. Ofte. Mat. ::. t 990.1 
A.M.WCAN OJ. P'Ollt..~ et al.. Plainmfs aru: A\.1Petl.mu. v · 
EDWIN t,. ~ .nt.. et d. Ddencanta and. lt.eal'onccnu. 
"' Plaindtl'l brouptan acuon ~nst 1 ciiatnct accorney 11J1d. an unomt.tet1 
rqao&W jua&iCI tnionnaW:= aysu:m .:h&1len11nr d11 justice informancn SYI• 
tlal'l c:o.t1coliq UUi ~~of '"Unelocwnm~aci person·• ~nformat10n 
by IDIIAI of & 1~ am:st form en whtc:h th• ureaUZ11 ot!c:er checked. a 
boa co in8ic.ue tW the..,.... WI& &ft unaocumemed. f'U'JCft. n. tnai 
com sa.uaineri dllaaanu• demmm" to piaintitn' seacmci amend.eci eom· 
plaAAt. ad. whc piainue faDed. to amend. the coun dt1m11Ud. the acmon. 
(S..,..,or Ccun ct Su Clep C4ucy, No. ~14100. Vtncat P. ~~ Ftllia. 
1\ldte.) 
Tht ~=t of Appal drmeci. halCUisl that the c:oHectinr and. ciiaumiftat· 
inl of •".lUomzmame 'P'ftCilu in!cmanon by mau of a Stan411'Cl arrnt 
tbrm CO. DOC vio1ua me l'fiVMY rilha of amse~~~ wu:icr eid~er the tJniteci 
St.ua w c::::autona& C=autuUcm. l'be coun IJao held that. such ~f'lcncn 
do ftCC dtPm~ .,.._ ot da PfCa11 or equal pteteem01l of the law. nor 
d.o they CGIIIIimle aa \IUilthoriuO ~tw'l ot tn*llc t\u•ms. (0piBicn 
by ltraalr. P. J .. "'JA Wori...&Dci Nun. 11 .. coullft'ina.) 
. ,,.....,. to caafonna Dla- ot OtlaU 1lqlarn. J ..... 
CD Alls''W .._., t ''I a .. u,.. oa JJ.......,.....Oau appal from · 
& cHteitiU toUowiq & ...-.1 demwnr IUICiiaed, the awtl•te GC'CLn • 
••••• u traa t1s1 fiDD u ana.- m the pll.mlil's ~ · 
CJJ C..Ct 'Pn11t&wtU PlptotPrt,_. C~IBID ...... 
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umnn; otflcer checked a otut to i~d.ic.&te that the arrestee wu an 
···.!nc.cc~me:rm:a pmcm:' ~:anmni' .:cm~uu.nr ruci not state a c.&uu 
a.euon for unaut.b.onuc:~. uttmctiNrlll pui:!Uc t'wuis. The jumce 
mlt10., IYStGm'S 'PZ"Kt1CU Wlft I'IUilcn:l:d. by the: St.llUtQry l.m:1 CUI 
law d:at rtquin l&lilenna ana diu~tnanon or' a.rr=steu· immt;r1-c1cn 
Statui. 
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OPINtON 
DDIER. P. J.-fllliftm& Ammcan 0.1. Fonun. Hareomew Cormnum· 
tr Cows=. Paut Jimma. Jacet w. !daaN.W. met K&W'nlt Rh (teems· 
CZ'. Amtri.CI.Z!) appn.l from a jud.pcnt d!mmatnc their aenon alter thl 
cave s.awa.t w dem.urm- of cetaa.uu Olstru::t Ancmray !d:Mn I-
MIUor. Jr •• anci Automau:C !lec:cmli Juauc;c Worma1aon Sya-cam (to;amu. 
A1Utll to AID8riclu.'a aaccm.ri amacilci COM1'WDt. Amcm:an cballlftca 
A.IJIS's ozaan aci ,_ o( a atl.lld&nl ur11t tbfm on which u ~~~ 
law lfttan:amem dclt cheob a box &0 snd.iaam 'Cbl ll'ni'CII as u ·-uwcu· 
tMDtiCl l'II'IOL" Aluricar& =swaG& this v1al!ata &.n'lltef:l' riptl to ~rin· 
r:r. dua f'n::~CaL .uut equal pmterion unCSir tha Unttec:l StatCI ef1 C&llfOf'!r 
nia CoumuUcml u wa1 u Mll'tlllllll npu (Mlralill v . .ttm11111 (1966) 314 
U.S. 4.26 (16 L.lld. 694, 16 I.Ct. 1602. 10 A.l.Jt.lcl 914)], aftci la u UftU" 
tlloriad usa ot;n1bUo llmcla.• Wo c:cmch&da w trit.l =m propedy ucaim!Ci 
A&nl'a dllm&rnr to-Am8riclla'a ~amaded~taiat. ud ll&t'm.··--- ---
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492 P.ld 113~.) 
A1Ul! ~a &U,J3ril.rli a:tm form. tha form Which .&.11 U.. 
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a.nci the~ maad. The ARJI!·I farm hu a aocuen d.evot=. to &WliCl• 
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inlbnaaCD. ins~ idaaSI!!Ition. or by obllll"fttson. 
This~ oi in!omwicm can rcsult in a. iAJie n=mi that an ll'ftltM 
ia u vadea~mtana ~ .Cue co lflU'1 into a nauot:W com';'utu iyuem. 
t~ infarmlaDB c.m follmr thl ~ ctm:m~Aout htJ life. 
Aaslnau l1*t AlU'lS. MID!i & dlld.ln.acm. tha a.bove ~rz~ic.ca ~r~ 
~.&IU&wi111 AliA u ~ ro I"'''DDVe t.ba • .,nctocumcuu:& l)mc:m•· ehacat 
boa fram the AlUlS·I farm. prnaw: ot!nn fram tnquirift; tnto penon~ 1 
i~ •tam~. uri U&a aAJ. rattteca awi8 by AlUD ro unsma' 
immipmia 1uama. The coun aumtnc a cilmutm to AM!'1 HCOfUi 
•miMIIi a.mpiai•n: ami. wia• AIUric:m (&!ltd to ~ the c=un. dis• 
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A-18 APPENDIX K 
TYP~~ OF CRIMES FOR WHICH UNDOCUMENTED ALIENS 
WERE CHARGED OR CONVICTED, LOS ANGELES 
COUNTY STUDY OF 1,993 INCARCERATED OFFENDERS 
\1AY, 1990 
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From a study made in 1990 by the Los Angeles Countywide 
Coordination Committee with INS assistance: Criminal 
Aliens in the Los Angeles County Jail Populatlon, Novem-
1990, p. 15. It also concluded that 19 percent of its 
jail inmates were foreign-born and that 11 percent were 
believed to be illegal immigrants--or 58 percent of the 
foreign born. State Dept. of Corrections estimates 76 
percent of its foreign born inmates are probably deport-
able aliens. 
A-19 APPENDIX L 
CRIMINAL i\LIEN BILLS, OUTCOME 
•' 
Two bills were introduced in the 1992 session of the California 
Legislature concerning the problems created by the non-citizen 
criminal offender. Provisions as amended: (BILL VETOED) 
o rissembly Bill 3364 (Umberg); This bill sought to implement 
improved identification and deportatation of aliens convicted 
or serving sentences for major felonies. 
l. Required CDC by July, 1993 to devise a system with INS 
for identifying deportable inmate aliens, once their 
app~als were final. (Similar to current system) 
2. Authorized but did not require courts to take similar 
action against offenders coming before local courts; applied 
to persons 18 years of age or older if convicted of speci-
fied drug or violent crimes. 
3. Required CDC to notify all foreign born inmates of their 
right to apply to serve their sentences in their homelands. 
4. Established more specific conditions under which the Governor 
or his designee can initiate proceedings to transfer a 
foreign born inmate to his homeland to serve his sentence. 
Primary reason for gubernatorial veto, that these provisions 
were already covered by state and federal law. Would also 
have required conditions in the prisons in offenders' home-
lands be "substantially similar" to those in California prisons. 
0 Assembly Bill 2519 (Nolan) : This measure was similar to some 
provisions of Assemblyman Nolan's AB 249 of 1991 which was vetoed. 
AB 2519 was signed. Chapter 1322, Statutes of 1992). As signed: 
1. Requires CDC by July 1993 to devise system with INS for id-
identifying deportable inmate aliens once their appeals are 
final. 
2. Similar provision to #2 above. 
3. Directs CDC to request Federal Bureau of Prisons to take 
custody of deportable aliens in state's prisons to complete 
their terms for subsequent deportation. 
A-20 
PAGE TWO 
CRIMINAL ALIEN LEGISLATION 
4. Requires State Department of Justice to compile statistics 
on persons referred to INS under #3 above, and CDC to corn-
pile similar statistics for the Legislature, under #l above. 
Both bills urged INS to concentrate upon the alien criminal offender 
rather than the non-criminal undocumented immigrant on grounds that 
the latter are the greater problem in California. 
1993 Bills 
Two bills were introduced early in the 1993 session of the Legisla-
ture directed at the alien offender problem: 
o Assembly ?ill 87 (Conroy): Introduced January 5, it would: 
l. Require CDC to conduct a joint study with the Government 
of Mexico to determine feasibility of joint construction 
and operation of a prison in Baja California to house de-
ported alien offenders. Report required by July 1, 1994; 
to deal with "steps and costs. 
2. Enable California judges to send convicted alien felons to 
such a facility. 
o Assembly Bill 86 (Conroy). Introduced January 5, it would: 
1. Make it a misdemeanor when an undocumented immigrant is 
apprehended in the state, and a felony upon second or sub-
sequent apprehension. 
2. Provides that a convicted alien felon must be delivered "im-
mediately to the United States Immigration and Naturali-
zation Service for immediate deportation." 
o 3. Senate Bill 284 (Russell). Introduced February 16. 
This measure states that nothing in the California Public 
Records Act prohibits state and local agencies, including 
criminal justice offices, from providing information on 
citizenship status of an individual to INS. It is aimed at 
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A-22 APPENDIX N 
FELONY COMPLAINT RATES: UNDOCUMENTED RESIDENTS VERSUS 
STATEWIDE FIGURES: ONE COMPARISON, SAN DIEGO COUNTY STUDY 
Often debated is whether undocumented immigrants commit crime 
at a higher rate than citizens. Analysis of certain figures 
the Auditor General41 1992 study 46 and the Attorney General's 1991 
arrest rate report cast some light upon this question. 
Undocumented immigrant resident population: San Diego County: The 
Auditor General's Report placed it at 200,000 based on numerous 
factors and previous estimates from 1980 through 1990. 
Felony complaint rate: The study projected that 2,968 felony 
cases would fe filed against undocumented immigrants in that 
in one year. This results in a rate of 1,484 per 100,000 
based on the estimated alien resident population of 200,000. 
Statewide felony rate comparisons: The Attorney General does 
not compute felony cases filed per 100,000 population statewide 
but does compile a felony arrest rate, of 1,776 per 100,000 .. 
This can be converted into a felony arrest rate for San Diego 
County since the Attorney General found that 78 percent of 
felony arrests resulted in felony complaint filings statewide. 
Applying this figure to San Diego County would indicate that 
roughly 3,710 felony arrests of aliens would have to be filed 
to produce 2,968 felony complaints (the 78 percent). 
Comparing arrest rates: 
Statewide felony arrest rate 1991 
San Diego County felony arrest rate 
undocumented alien residents 
1,776 per 100,000 
1,855 per 100,000 
In percentages, the difference would be less than 
one half of 1 percent 
These figures do not take into account the fact that an unknown 
portion of the roughly 3,000 felony filings in the county were 
against undocumented immigrants moving northward from the border 
through the county and not against alien residents living in the 
countu. Taking this into account, the felony arrest and filing 
rates would be significantly lower for the alien undocumented 
resident population. 
46. Report by the Auditor General of California: A Fiscal Impact 
Analysis of Undocumented Immigrants Residing in San Diego County 
(Sacramento: Auditor General, August, 1992), pp. 9-14 
47. Crime and Delinquency in California, 1991 (Sacramento: Attorney 
General , pp. 70, 122. 
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OFFICE OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE PLANNING DIRECTIVE TO CITIES, COUNTIES, 
REQUIRING NOTIFICATION OF INS OF POSSIBLE ALIEN ARRESTEES AND 
CONVICTED FELONS, TO AVOID LOSS OF FEDERAL JUSTICE GRANTS 
ST A Tt: Of CALIFOIINIA 
OFFICE OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE PLANNING 
1 130 K SrKEET. SUm' 300 
SACRAMENTO. CA 958U 
January 6, 1993 
TO: ALL ANTI-DRUG ABUSE PROJECT DIRECTORS 
The Immigration Act of 1990 changed Section 503 of the Omnibus Crime 
Control and Safe Streets Act to require that criminal justice records identify 
aliens so that conviction records can be shared with the Immigration and 
Naturalization Service (INS). More specifically, the state is required to 
notify INS of alien convictions within 30 days of said conviction. Due to 
numerous problems in reporting this information by the California Department 
of Justice, Bureau of Criminal Identification, within this 30 day time frame 
and to ensure compliance for eligibility for the 1992 federal grant award, 
California has elected to initiate the California Pl~ to Report Alien 
Convictions to INS at the booking stage for determination of resident status 
of a suspected alien and, at conviction for notification to INS of the alien. 
While researching the feasibility of this plan, the Office of Criminal 
Justice Planning discovered that most local jurisdictions are already in 
compliance with the California Plan as they report suspected aliens at the 
time of booking to INS for determination of status. 
This announcement merely reminds all grantees of the requirement to 
report suspected aliens to INS. This action should assist local agencies in 
later follow-up action of reporting conviction data via DOJ's JUS-#8715 Form 
(Disposition of Arrest and Court Action). Until such time as automated 
records facilitate speedy reporting of conviction data, we must ensure 
compliance in this manner. 
A copy of the California Plan is attached for your review. Please ensure 
that all members of your criminal justice community are aware of this federal 
requirement and are prepared to comply. 
If you have any questions or need assistance, please contact your INS 
district office or the ADA branch at {916) 324-9112. 
Attachments: California Plan 
INS District Offices 
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CALIFORNIA Is PLAN 
TO REPORT ALIEN CONVICTIONS 
TO IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION SERVICE 
STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
Governor's Office of Criminal Justice Planning 
kNTI-DRUG ABUSE BRANCH 
1130 K ST Suite 300 
Sacramento, CA 95814 
Prepared By 
Gary Dean White 
Criminal Justice Specialist 
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INTRODUCTION 
As required in the Bureau of Justice Assistance's Guidance for the Improvement 
of Criminal Justice Records (NCJ 133015), dated December 10, 1991. SECTION II: 
Guid2...r1ce for Reporting Alien Convictions to INS, a plan must be forwarded to 
the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ), Office of Justice Programs, Bureau of 
Justice Assistance, that addresses the federal mandate of notification to the 
!~migration and Naturalization Service (INS) within 30 days of c felony 
conviction of an alien in the State of California. 
Fhase I of this plan, (pg 15, titled Plan For Reporting Convicted Aliens}, is 
being submitted to your office in order to meet the April 9. 1992 deadline. 
If you have any questions regarding the plan or process, please contact Judy 
O'Neal, Branch Chief, Anti-Drug Abuse, at (916) 324-9112. 
ISSUE 
Eow does California comply with the INS reporting requirement under the BJA 
regulation, Guidance for the Improvement of Criminal Justice Records, relating 
to the notification to INS of convicted aliens within the 30 day time period? 
BACKGROUND 
Evolving from the Gun Control Act of 1968 (18 U.S.C. 922g), that outlawed a 
convicted felon's right to possess firearms, and the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 
1988, Section 6213, that requires a system to be developed for the immediate 
and accurate identification of felons attempting to purchase firearms, came a 
change in the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act. This change, 
included in The Immigration Act of 1990, chailges Section 503 of the Omnibus 
Act that requires that all states share with INS all criminal justice records 
of aliens who are convicted felons. To ensure compliance with this mandate 
the Federal Government requires, as a condition for 'the receipt of the Edward 
Eyrne Memorial State aild Local Law Enforcement Assistai~ce Formula Gra.."'l.ts 
funding, the submission of a plail to DOJ. Failure to submit a plail will 







wno makes the determination of the status of suspected aliens and at what 
point in the criminal justice process is it done? 
How are the confirmed aliens tracked through the criminal justice system 
until conviction so that notification is accomplished? 
\yno is responsible for notifying INS within the 30 day "window" of 
conviction? 
How will INS be notified? 
Who does INS contact for certified records of convicted alien felons? 
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• What procedure does INS use for obtaining those certified records? 
• How does the State get compliance from the local jurisdictions to ensure 
that notification is taking place? 
RElATED ISSUES 
• The alien issue is already overpowering the limited manpower-of INS and 
this new mandate will seriously impact their existing resources. Contact 
with the district INS offices in California revealed that no advance notice 
was provided to them in preparation for this mandate. 
• Local Superior Courts are already overburdened and now will have to address 
another requirement for state or federal authorities without any proposed 
funding to accomplish this task. 
• The State Department of Justice repository does not receive the current 
conviction data from the local jurisdictions within the prescribed 30 day 
"window" and not every jurisdiction reports. 
• A review of recent California Criminal History files reveals that a 
percentage of alien files have inaccurate information that needs to be 
corrected, but because of the lack of staff, guidelines, proper cross 
reference, this issue is not addressed. Also, approximately 6 percent of 
Criminal History Files in the California Department of Corrections have 
similar misinformation. 
• As of March 1, 1992, the California Department of Corrections recorded a 
total prison population count at 102,228. Of those, 10,809 had an INS 
hold, indicating that they are aliens. With these figures we conclude that 
11 percent of the prison population are not legal citizens of the U.S.A. 
SOLUTION/PLAN 
STEP I 
During the booking procedure of a suspected alien at all county and city 
jails. a notation will be made on the booking report to contact INS for a 
confirmation of resident status. The determination to contact INS will be 
based on the established INS formula which indicates that the suspect is not a 
U.S. citizen. (The INS formula includes: lack of proper identification, 
inability to speak English, foreign born admission, CAL ID print verification 
of prior alien status.) The jail commander/watch commander of the local 
jurisdiction will be responsible for this initial contact and will document on 
the booking sheet that INS was contacted. INS will then be responsible to 
respond and to make the determination of resident status of the suspect. INS 
will interview the suspect during this booking/custody period, determine 
alien status, and place an Immigration Detainer (Federal form I-247) on the 
suspect if applicable. [See attached sample.] 
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STEP II 
After I~S places a detainer on the booking report, t~e booking or records 
officer will transfer the necessary suspect information, including the INS 
Detainer notification to the State of California Disposition of Arrest and 
Court Action Report (Form #JUS 8715). [See attached sample.] The jail 
commander, watch commander or records supervisor shall ensure that this 
notification is properly documented on the JUS 8715 form. From this time on 
the notification will be on the suspect's criminal history file-as he/she 
proceeds through the criminal justice system. 
NOTE: The JUS 8715 form is the one document that follows the suspect from 
arrest through the prosecution stage, and if convicted, to the court ~~d 
sentencing stage. This form is then routed to California Department of 
Justice, Bureau of Criminal Statistics, for statewide data .collection and to 
the FBI. This form has the information necessary to fill out the INS 
Transmittal Form. (The Transmittal Form is the INS notification of a 
convicted alien felon.) 
STE? III 
At the time of conviction the County Superior Court Clerk responsible for 
completing the disposition data on the JUS 8715 form will, based on the 
notation under the remarks section of this form that the convicted felon is a~ 
alien, fill out the INS Transmittal Form and forward it to the INS District 
Office within the 30 day "window" time frame. 
NOTE: The Superior Court Clerk of each county will have the option of either; 
1) doing the initial notification within the 30 day period ~~d then, upon 
request, forward the certified copy of the court conviction to INS; or 2) send 
the certified copy within the 30 days to avoid the 2 step process. This 
notification to INS is to be done at the county's expense. The certified copy 
must have a certification of authenticity under the official seal of the 
custodia~ of the records or an authorized deputy. The State of California 
will forward to all counties the necessary instructions, address information 
of district INS offices, and forms necessary to carry out this mandate. 
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